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Yippie! Our 200th Issue! Fun Anniversary Stuff Inside! 
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Ttte Post Aml;Jrikan is celebrating its 
200th issue! Peel back the cover and 
enjoy r�views of TV programs and local 
art exhibits, lette.rs, prognostication, and 
� . 
our conscientious political updates! The 
Post Amerikarr like an old friend ... with 
a big mouth. 
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Day Adagio, Uppers and Downers, etc. . .  
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About us 
The Post Amerikan is an independent community 
newspaper providing information and analysis 
that is screened out of or down played by estab­
lishment news sources. We are a non-profit, 
worker-run collective that exists as an alternative 
to the corporate media. 
• · - · 
•,. .... . .. . �. .... ""�.;,..--• ' �. � 
We put out six issues a year. Staff members take 
turns as "coordinator." All writing, typing, edit­
ing, graphics, photography, pasteup, and distribu­
tion are done on a volunteer basis. You are invited 
to volunteer your talents. 
Most of our material and inspiration formater�al 
comes from the community. The Post Amerikan 
welcomes stories, graphics, photos, letters, and 
new tips from our readers. If you'd like to join us, 
call 828-7232 and leave a message on our answer­
ing machine. We will get back to you as soon as 
we can. Don't worry if it takes a while-we don't 
meet every week. 
An alternative newspaper depends directly on a 
community of concerned people for &istence. We 
believe it is very important to keep a newspaper like 
this around. If you think so too, then please support 
us by telling your friends about the paper, donating 
money to the printing of the paper, and telling our 
advertisers you saw their ad in Post Amerikan. 
What's your 
new address? 
When you move, be sure to send us 
your new address so your subscription 
gets to you. Your Post Amerikan will not 
be forwarded (it's like junk mail-no 
kidding!). Fill out this handy form with 
your new address and return it to us, 
P. 0. Box 3452, Bloomington, IL 61702. 
Street: ____________ _ 
City/State/Zip:--------
PAGE2 
Page 10 Gay /Lesbian Bisexual Issues 
Page 11-17 200th Issue Special Section 
Page 18-20 Voice for Choice/election summary 
Page 21 Towanda reviews books 
Page 22 Why you should watch TV Nation, ISU 
Music Schedule 
Page 23 Good News for Vegans - Restaurant 
Review 
Page 24 Animal Magnetism: Stop Gillette, Famous 
Veggies 
Post sellers 
Bloomington 
The Back Porch, 402 N. Main (inside) 
Bakery Bank, 901 N. Main 
Bus Depot, 533 N. East 
Circus Video (Emerson and Main) 
Common Grbtind,'516 N. Maih (inside) 
Front and Center Building 
Law and Justice Center, w. Front 
Medusa's, 420 N. Madison (inside) 
The Park Store, Wood and Allin (inside) 
Twin City Exchange, 411 N. Main (inside) 
U.S. Post Office, Center and Monroe 
Wash House, 609 N. Clinton 
Normal 
Amtrack Station 
Babbitt's Books, 104 N. Street (inside) 
Mother Murphy's, 111 North (inside) 
Subconscious, S. Main 
This issue of Post Amerikan 
is brought to you by ... 
Deborah, Galen, Linda, Ralph, Sherrin, 
Winter & John 
Special thanks to: 
Bill, Deborah W., and Susie 
thankr. 
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Good numbers 
ACLU 454-7223 
AIDS Hotlines 
National 
Illinois ' 
Local 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
1-800-AID-AIDS 
1-800-243-2437 
(309}827-:AIDS 
. . 828-7092 
Animal Protection League 
Bloomington Housing Authority 
Clare House (Catholic workers) 
Countering Domestic Violence 
Dept. of Children/Family Services 
Gay. & Lesbian-Resource, Phoneline 
Habitat -for Humanity 
HELP (transportation for senior-
Ci tizens /handicapped 
Home Sweet Home Mission 
IL Dept. of Public Aid 
'· 
828-5371 
829-3360 
828-4035 
827-7070 
828-0022 
438-2429 
829'-0693 
828-8301 
828-7356 
827-4621 
IL Lawyer Referral 
Incest Survivors Support Group 
Lighthouse (substance abuse 
1-800-252-8916 
827-5051 
treatment) , . · 
McLean Co. Center. for 
Human Services . . . · · 
McLean Co. Health Dept.. 
McLean Co. Humane Society 
Mid Central Community Action 
Mobile Meals 
Narcotics Anonymous 
National Health Care Services/ 
J :. I _  
.. !• 82'7-p026 
' 827-5351 
888-5450 
663-7387 
829-0691 
828-8301 
1-800-779-6178 
abortion assistance . 1-800-322= 16'22 
Normal N.O.R)\..tA.L· . : '. ·_-. : 4�4?"6'.1 
Occupational Development Center 452-7324 
Operation Recycle 829-0691 
Parents Anonymous 827-4005 
PA TH: Personal Assistance 
Telephone Help 827-4005 
Phone Friends 827-4005 
Planned Parenthood (medical) 827-4014 
(bus/couns/edu) 827-4368 
Post Amerikan 828-7232 
Prairie State Legal Services 827-5021 
Project Oz 827-0377 
Rape Crisis Center 827-4005 
Safe Harbor Mission (Salvation Army)829-9476 
Sunnyside Neighborhood Center 827-5428 
TeleCare (senior citizens) 828-8301 
Unemployment comp/job service 827-6237 
Voice for Choice 828-3108 
Western Avenue Community Center 829-4807 
Youth Services of Mid IL 828-7346 
Due Date: 
The next deadline for submitting Post 
Amerikan material will be: 
Nov .. ,.., 
OCT /NOV l 994 
Community News 
• 
The Clothesline Project: 
Bearing witness to violence towards women 
-
What is it? 
The Clothesline Project is a visual display of shirts 
with graphic messages and illustrations that have 
been designed by women survivors of violence, or 
by friends, and/or families of survivors. A 
clothesline may also contain shirts made to honor 
women who have died as a result of violence. The 
purpose of this project is to increase awareness of 
the impact of violence against women, to celebrate 
a woman's strength to survive, and to provide 
another avenue for her to courageously break the 
silence. It also connects women survivors of 
trauma to other oppressions such as racism, 
homophobia, and classism. 
The project was started by members of the Cape 
Cod Women's Agenda who, on a fall day in 1990, 
hung a clothesline bearing 31 colorfully decorated 
t-shirts across the village green in Hyannis, 
Massachusetts. WHITE for women who have died 
as a result of violence. RED, PINK, ORANGE for 
women who have been raped or sexually 
assaulted. YELLOW or BEIGE for women who 
have been battered or assaulted. BLUE or GREEN 
for women survivors of incest or childhood sexual 
abuse. PURPLE or LAVENDER for women who 
have been attacked because of their sexual 
orientation. Since then, there have been 130 
individual Clotheslines formed across the country 
and internationally. Like the AIDS quilt, the 
Clothesline Project puts a human face on the 
statistics. Simply seeing the Clothesline can be a 
validating experience for a woman who feels 
isolated and ashamed. · · 
Since its inception, Clothesline Project organizers 
have been touched and moved by the power of the 
stories told by the shirts on the lines. Women both 
nationally and internationally have joined the 
effort to educate by telling their stories, by 
hanging their shirts on the line, and by making 
connections with other survivors. These efforts 
are critical to individual women's healing process 
and ultimately, to ending the cycle of violence. 
Blue Moon 
Fall Schedule 
The blue moon is the second full moon 
occurring in a month-a rare and unusual 
phenomenon fraught with possibility and 
excitement. The Blue Moon Coffeehouse brings 
the Illinois Wesleyan community 
entertainment presented in a coffeehouse 
setting. Doors open at 7:00pm. and 
performances consisting of two sets begin at 
8:00pm. Flavored coffees and light pastries, 
along with a varied venue of acoustic music that 
span traditional to contemporary folk music, 
with some reggae and salsa for spice. 
Entertainment like this is found once in a blue 
moon and on the campus of Illinois Wesleyan, 
at the Blue Moon Coffeehouse. 
Robert Shannon and the Dorkestra 
Saturday, October 8 
Freyda & Acoustic AttaTude 
Saturday, November 12 
Catie Curtis 
Saturday, November 19 
Deidre McCalla 
Friday, December 2 
All shows begin at 8:00 
OCT/NOV 1994 
The Bloomington/Normal Clothesline Project 
This year the Women's Coalition has chosen the 
Clothesline Project as one of its activities. The 
coalition hopes to make this a community project, 
by getting women in the B/N area involved in the 
project. We hope to be able to display the 
clothesline on campus and in and around BIN 
during Women's History Month. 
Shirt Making Groups 
If you wish to make a shirt in a supportive 
environment you can come to one of our shirt 
making groups. Volunteers from the Rape Crisis 
Center will be present for support. Groups will be 
held the second Wednesday of each month; 
October 14th, November 9th, December 14th, 
January 11th, February 8th, and March 8th. 
Workshops will run from 8pm until lOpm at the 
Women's Center, 604 North Main Street, 
Bloomington. 
We Need Your Help! 
We are accepting donations of solid colored 
women's shirts, acrylic paints, brushes, fabric 
paints, and fabric markers. Women's Coalition 
will sponsor group shirt makings throughout the 
year. If you wish to make a shirt on your own 
· please feel free to do so. Shirts may be dropped 
off or mailed anonymously. We respect requests 
for confidentiality. Please drop-off donated and 
completed shirts and supplies at The Women's 
Center, 604 North Main S�reet, Bloomington. For 
further information, contact Women's Coalition at 
438-2947 or Alison at 438-7795. 
Support group offered 
The McLean County AIDS Task Force, serving 
both McLean and Livingston counties, 
announces support group meetings for all who 
are or have been a caregiver, family member, 
friend or significant other to someone living 
with HIV or AIDS. This. gr:oup meets each third 
Tuesday evening at 7:00 pm at the downtown 
Bloomington office of the Task Force at 313 
North Main Street. Those attending will meet 
with others who will listen and share 
experiences in caregiving and friendship. There 
is no charge to attend and registration or 
membership is not required. Your 
confidentiality will be respected. 
For further information call 827-2437. 
C' 
Words Fair 
A commerative reading of William Wantling's 
poetry and readings by Cecil Giscombe, Jim Plath 
and Martha Urtreace will take place October 16th 
from 1-3pm at Franklin Park in Bloomington. 
Bringing !hi,'\ oires 
ol American \Yorkers to 
public trll•\·i�ion 
·we do the work1 
now weekly on PBS-47 
American workers finally have a news show 
that documents their daily lives and interests. 
"We do the Work," the critically acclaimed 
series produced in Oakland, California, switches 
this fall from a monthly to a weekly format. 
WTVP-PBS Channel 47 in Peoria, is 
broadcasting this 26 week series on Saturdays at 
4:30 pm, beginning September 10. 
Many of the shows have familiar Hollywood 
faces as guest hosts, along with regular 
appearances by political humorist Will Durst, 
both as a commentator and a host. 
Source: Union News 
September 1994 
"Pornography and the Media: 
Images of Violence Against Women" 
A Powerful Slide and Lecture Presentation by 
Dr. Gail Dines, PhD. 
Wednesday, Novemeber 2, 1994 
The Activities Room 
ISU Bowling and Billiards Center 
(Directly East of the Bone Student Center) 
This event was made possible by contributions from : TheCollege of Arts and Sciences, Multi-Cultural 
Center, Office of Affirmative Action, Office of Undergraduate Instruction, University Forum, Women's 
Coalition, Women's Studies. Philosophy Department. Sociology and Anthropology, Communications 
Department, Political Science Department, Red Tassel and Mortarboard, and MECCPAC. 
For more information contact 438-2974. 
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Continued 
Discontents and Debutant®s 
Paii111tings by Mike Cockrin & Brian Calvin 
October 4- November 6 
Discontents and Debutantes features paintings by 
two artists whose imagery occupies a social 
interzone between fantasy and taboo, private 
and public, childhood and adulthood, and 
personal and media-induced realities. Known 
since the early 80s for artwork dealing with sex, 
politics and dysfunctional family life, Cockrill's 
m'ohumental paintings of girls on the c.usp of 
adolescence exude. an ambiguous· eroi:iciSrri that' 
leads us to rethink our views on voyeurism and 
decorum. A dark humor saturates Calvin's 
canvases, transforming popular cartoon 
characters into crusty, pock-marked down-and­
outs. This young Chicago artist injects tnree­
dimensional topics like suicide, despair and self­
loathing into the banal icons of a two­
dimensional, child-friendly realm. I 
Discontents and Debutantes, featuring figurative 
paintmgs by New York artist Mike Cockrill and 
Chicagu artist Brian Calvin, opens on Tuesday, 
October 4th at University Galleries in the Main 
Gallery. The exibition continues through 
November 6th, 1994. 
On Friday, October 14th, a panel discussion will 
be held. at 8:00 pm in the gallery, offering our 
audiences an opportunity to meet the artists and 
discuss issues addressed in their work. This 
presentation, which is free . and ?pen to
 t�e 
public, will include the artist Mike Cocknll and 
Brian Calvin, ISU Theater /Film faculty member 
Shari Zeck, Larry Stanley, a lawyer with 
expertise in art censorship issues, and will ?e 
moderated by Barry Blinderman. A recept10n 
for the artists will follow immediately after this 
special educational even�, occurrin� in 
conjuction with the opening recept10n for 
Under the Needle, located in Galleries II and III. 
PAGE4 
.Under :the. Needle:· 
Exp��raUon� �n the airt of taUoo 
Under the Needle: explorations in the art of tattoo 
which opens October 14th with a reception from 
7:00pm to lO:OOpm in University Galleries II and 
III features performance art by Nick Colella, 
Scott Harrison, and Ed Young as well as 
photography by Je ff Crisman. Curated by Greg 
Bowen, the exhibition will include painted 
murals ·.1f tattoo designs and photographs of 
hea,viiy ta:tooed people, providing a unique 
. looK ar a mverse ra"1g•: o!' torh1a2 and conceptual 
issues invo11.-cd ir\ th1:.-; indelib1� art torrn. �liidt'r 
the Needle continue':> �i1wug-L J\:ovember 6th, 
1994. 
The tattOl' has a tD:'./ nI�tor·, of ',-,u}tura! and 
artistic t;xpr�'ssin_i"'"c, I:-CJ!Ti 7ht: 1Vlacn culture vvh�i 
use....i ahs:-ract iJ.=l-.... :.�a.:�:_�rn1ng and dcsi,Qn::; a� a. 
tribal language tc• thf:' S2moar:,·� who 11s�d the 
pea (a fLi!l bc1d',' tattcu; as a d1sDlay of braven· 
and rit�::: o; p2ss?tge. its more contemporary 
en1ergence as a popular forrn of body aecoration 
has con·1e to sym�C)Li��e independenc� and 
individuaiitv. Whether fashion trend or 
symboliC expression, tatwo1ng embraces all of 
these elements while balancing tenuously on 
the boundary betwe.en high and low art. 
The gallery patron not familiar with tattooing 
will be given an introduction to the medium 
through a performance by tattooist Nick Colella 
and Scott Harrison, both of Chicago, and Ed 
Young of Galesburg. They will export their art 
out of the tattoo parlor into the art gallery to 
show the viewer how the needle passes through 
the flesh to leave its mark as the tattoo. In 
addition to their performance they will be 
i;; covering the walls with tatt�o- desig!:s to provide an unconventional look at their art. 
�;, Jeff Crisman, a Chicago photog1£p!\er, known 
for his sensitive portraits of heavily tattooed 
people which were also featured in the Eye 
Tattooed America exhibition, provides a historical 
look at tattooing through his depictions of some 
of the masters and masterpieces of the last forty 
years. Under the Needle presents the tattoo in a 
new context and reinforces the fai::t that the 
tattoo is not a traditional art commodity - the 
tattoo cannot be bought and sold like customary 
art works. Through the work of these arti�fs; the . 
audience will discover that the tattoo is no 
. 
longer the emblem of drunken sailors and 
marines. Tattooing is an art form with a lengthy 
past that is aesthetic and thought provoking. 
For more information or a guided tour contact 
the gallery at (309) 438-5487 
University Galleries is located on the first floor 
of the Center for Visual Arts building on the · 
southeast corner of the Illinois State University · 
quad. 
Gallery hours are as followed: 
Closed Monday 
Tuesda)r 9:30am - 9:00pm 
Wed-Fri 9:30am - 4:30pm 
Sat-Sun 12:00 - 4:oopm 
Hev, Posters' 
l�nckisea vou will fmd a check ror $Hi.Ou· 
1. $5.00 to pay for another vear's subscription tc 
Po�t Amerika11 
2. Sl 1 Ci() to pa>,,- for tht: raffle tick,(:�t�;: I ;Jurchase� 
O\'er the phone 
\!\'it�1 tb.is ::-h··�ck, n1y .balance &t th� Pr·st sl�oulG 
b,, S0.00 And i enthusiastically donate· !:'.1}' · 
Grand Prize of $100 llO to Po:c:I Amcnkirn to·be 
spent in any way necessarv to keep tm paper· 
runnm.g. Thank you all for your continueJ 
hard work l know first hand how difficult your 
)Ob is. 
Peace: 
Srntt DeWitt, 
_ .. -_ . , � < I � -. -' 
. .. 
. ' ' 
a Uy 
What: Rally in support of locked-out and striking 
wor_kers. Nonv.iolent direct action. 
�.;.:.::;;;:�.:::\ "-"' � i-;t;::_;.t� �!*:.f.'"'"';;'l' _/A 
Wheri: �0�'=._9.�E.J.�.tl;liJ,;.�4"\lt 2:00pm · __ _,- · · ' ·-" --1.L --l\'_ -�:�.-� -� _,., ·._ "�.-._ '-�· · ·- · .. =- -·- .,., ,,. ___ • 
Where: Meet at UAW Local 751 at 2365 East 
Geddes Avenue in Decatur, Illinois. 
Who: Anyone who is tired of corporate thugs and 
is ready to fight back! 
STATE FARM'S 
EDWARD 
RUSl. 
ADM'S 
DWAYNE 
ANDREAS. 
,,
. ,.,,,, . 
TATE &. LYLE'S 
NEIL. 
SHAW 
CATER Pl LIAR'S 
DON 
. FITES 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••o••••••••••· •••· 
EDWARD RUST OF STATE FARM: THE MONEY MAN IN THE WAR ON WORKERS 
Dear Mr. Rust: 
�l �� joining UPIU Local 783Ts. boycott of State Farm and will encourage others to do the same until I (:':>. 
•receive satisfactory answers to the following questions: /;;<,'.=..,�" , Why is my so-called "good neighbor" investing rn anti-union companies like ADM/Staley/Tate & Lyle ' � · \' J>l).i:Jout. and caterpillar? How can you justify making profits from the suffering of strrkrng and locked- ;·;jo \ . ,· Lo•" out workers? As an investor in, and part owner of, these companies State Farm has a respon- �" ,,f·' '(, ,' 
s1b1lrty to take sfrong action against these communrty-bashers. �:JJ '. 1 Edward Rust gets the Please let me know rf you and State Farm intend to do the right thing rn th rs' matter or rf you ' If: 
:!!de:�: ��:S1��:e:,1�1. plan to keep making money off of workers' misery. 
• 
·
� ' J 
City_·---------'-- ------ State·--- Zip ------
Send to: Edward Rust, Jr., President • State Farm Insurance • 1 State Farm Pl11Za_ • B�oo�l-�gton, IL �1710 . . . . , 
································�•,••••••'9···�· ·-·· 
.,. '. tl� ,- .<!'1: - - .< • '\.! •. 
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The 22-Day Adagio 
presented by the Breadline Theatre 
N . ' 
Breadline Theatre Group's "The 22-Day Adagio" 
will be the first live performance at the newly 
remodeled Normal TheateL The show is at 8:00pm on 
October 10th. Tickets are $8.00/$5.00 for students 
anq. seniors and can be purchased by calling 829-
4817. 
The October 10th show is an encore performance 
of the piece that began it all for Breadline Theatre. 
In 1993, ISU graduate students Robert Caisley and 
Paul Kampf came together with MFA directing 
graduate Michael Oswalt to produce Caisley's 
original script. It was during the production of 
'The 22-Day Adagio" that the group discovered 
their unique method of working together ( a 
rehearsal process which involves improvisation, 
brainstorming and'-revision by the group as a 
whole) and as a result, the Breadline Theatre was 
formed. 
"The 22-Day Adagio" grew out of a news 
story Caisley heard about a Bosnian 
cellist playing music for the dead. -
Caisley envisioned a breadline massacre 
in which one man is spared, a musician 
who returns to the scene each day 
, playing an adagio for the murdered. 
"Adagio" is acted by Paul Kampf and 
directed by Michael Oswalt. · 
Downers to Ron Westerdahl and other Town of 
Normal officials for allowing WIHN to 
broadcast the "Rush Limbaugh Show" .at this year's annual Corn Fest. WIHN had no 
business blarring the political/religious views of 
anyone during an open community festival. 
The broadCast lasted from· 1 lam-lp1;11. 
Downers to· HBO for their new marketing . 
campaign. The commercial in question depicts 
women as typical "dumb blondes". Such 
examples of the sexist behavior include one 
woman declaring, " I don't eat meat, cause I 'm a 
veternarian, tee hee" and another woman 
snapping her ·gum and confessing, "J don' .t get 
it:" : . " ' . 
Is degrading half the populatiori, hot to mention 
potential subscribers, an effective way to seek 
new busine§n'J';;n't get it  (ie. HBO) and now, 
as a result of their sexist views, never will . 
Uppers to the _Fark Store for carrying organic 
meats* and vegetables at reasonable prices. 
*although some Pasties say "meat is murder" 
organic or not. 
Downers to the "generai public for·not 
purchasing the:v�getables because they don't 
"look as good'" as the non-organic produce. 
Consumers should be aware that untreated 
produce may not have.the same size or coloring 
as chemically. grown produce, but it is natural. 
Uppers tc:l'the cultural di".'ersity of this year's 
Cultu:r:efest at Miller. Park. May next year's · 
event briDf out an even wider range o.t cultures. 
' - - · .  
Downers to local employers who view potential 
applican�s in teri;ns of their size. Take this ·a-s�a · 
reminder;cthat these actions are essentially 
illegal. ' . . . · 
Breadline just completed their 1 st 3-play summer 
season which included the world premiere of 
"Sightless Sounds" by Paul Kampf and "The Love 
for Three Oranges" by Kampf and Caisley, as well 
as a reworking of Henrik Ibsen's "Peer Gynt." 
Future plans for the group include a production 
based on the Faust myth, visiting artists from Berlin 
and Macedoni.a, as well as an international tour. A 
German playwright and Macedonian actor will 
join the group in the 1995 season to begin work on 
the Faust production. The production will 
premiere at ISU in February to be followed by a 
spring tour ofthe United States and trips to 
London, Berlin and Macedonia in the summer. 
The Post Amerikan will keep you updated on 
future performances. Breadlii;i.e's ticket office 
number is 827-7431. 
Sherrin 
Need a ate? 
Looking for love in all the wrong places? You're 
the one that I (don't) want? I will always love 
yoooooouuooo? (not). 
· 
As always, the Post comes through for oU:r 
beloved (yet dateless) readers. Our new service 
"Love (Post) Amerikan Style" may be just what 
you're looking for. · 
®@) � 
r. t ,,. r' _. ·  
Women seeking women 
FRIENDS, MAYBE MORE? 
Where in this town can I meet an attractive, stable, 
warm, and physically fit woman who is looking 
for friendship and whatever else might develop? 
#8994FMM . 
Love Post Amerikan Style 
#8994_ - -
Post Amerikan 
P.O. Box 3452 
Bl()omington, IL 61702 
All•replies will be forwarded to above 
individual(s). 
�p-. -,S·· � 
u '• lil o Sorry 
In our "L�v� Post Amerikan Style" ad, one of the 
disclaimers states that, "all responses will remain 
confidentral." We weren't kidding. In fact it's so 
confidential, that even we don't know. (You see, 
we accidentially misplaced the name and address 
of the person that ran the following ad in the last " 
issue and we can't forward any of the responses· 
.they've received.) If this a�hs,yours, please send 
us your name and address - again, (we promise we 
will not lose it this time) and we will send you , 
your responses. Again, we apologize and we hope 
_ that you can find it in your heart to forgive us: 
Dow;neJs,.,tca:t9e.p�p
·
p�e �poJt ipg"t��":t���,\rt2 ,_, ·:' .,,, ,& ! stating "Silly faggot dicks are. for chicks 
J :-
OCT/NOV 1994 :�;,..i�· \��'� ):;��', .! � .. � 
POST AMERIKAN'S 200TH ISSUE 
RADICAL PHILOSOPHY AUOCl!ATION 
Fi rs t N a ti o n a l. C o n f e r e n c e  
Nov.3-6, 1} 994, 
DRAKE UNIVERSITY 
Des Moines, IA 
. PLENARIES: 
UNIT 
FOR 
J o c I )\';L�, 
CHANGE 
Political Organizing in the 90's; The Ways 
of Socialism?; International Feminism; 
Nationalisn;i; Racism; Radical Agenda for 
the Next Decade; and many other panels. 
For Information, Call: 
Jon Torgerson, Philosophy, Dra/(e Univ., Des Moines IA 
50311. 515-271-2011 [T5001R@ACADDRAKE.EDU or 
Richard Schmitt, Philosophy Brown Univ, Providence RI 
02912. 508-757-{)814. RSCHMI'IT@V AX.CLARKU.EDU 
Love (post) amerikan 
Style 
WRITE YOUR TEXT 
' . ,. -- - ' 
1 .......... 2 .......... 3 .......... 4 .......... 5 ......... . 
' '  ·� "" ...>� ·: . , • · I-\ -, • ,.- ,..- r '• ._ � ,  '',: ,-.:: ,,�,,_ -,_,,�, 1 • - �� t• , 
6 .......... 7 .......... 8 .......... 9 .. .. .. ... ,.. i 0 ....... . 
1 1 .......... 1 2 .......... 1 3 .......... 14; ........ . 
15 .......... 16 .......... 17 .......... 18 ........ .. 
19 .......... 20 ......... . 
(ADDITIONAL) 21 .......... 22 .......... 23 ....... . 
24 .......... 25 ......... . 
THE DETAILS 
JUST FRIENDS 
WOMEN SEEKING MEN 
MEN SEEKING WOMEN 
WOMEN SEEKING WOMEN 
MEN SEEKING MEN 
OTHER 
MAIL TO: 
LOVE POST AMERIKAN STYLE 
c/o POST AMERIKAN 
P.O. BOX � 2.. 
BLOOMINGTON, .IL 61702 
HOW IT WORKS: 
.1. A MAIL MATCHES AD OF 25 WORDS 
OR LESS COSTS $5 AND RUNS FOR 
ONE ISSUE. EACH WORD OVER 25 COSTS g 
50¢ ADDITIONAL. ' 
2. THE POST ASSIGNS A MAI L  MATCHBOX 
NUMBER TO YOUR AD AND FORWARDS 
REPLIES TO YOU ONCE A WEEJ<. (OR 
DEPENDING ON'VOLUME RECEI VED). 
3. MAIL MATCHES AR!='. INTENDED FOR 
INDIV IDUALS. NO DATING SERVICES, 
SINGLES CLUBS, OR BUSI NESSES MAY 
BUY THEM. 
4. NO LAST NAMES, ·ADDRESSES, OR .. _ 
PHONE #'S ARE ALLOWEP IN. .YOU�. A[) .• , ,,, COPY. WE WILL NOT PRINT ADS WE FIND 
TO BE IN POOR. TAS_TE: . . . ,\�. ,;; 
... ,- <;, ·� �- -�- � �. �-
ALL;:RESi:>bN$�� �IVLR,���·1�� 9��t��N.!1AL : .: • 
. . . . 
t • / • ' 0 , ' ' ' • , . , . ' ' .,; . ' ' . 1 
Dear Ills. 
Dear Ms. Hippie: 
I recently read something that made me feel like 
I may not be the only person that experiences 
this peculiar inclination while driving. 
Although I generally consider myself to be a 
well balanced person, or pretty darn close, I 
don't kn,ow what to make of this. Can you 
help? 
Here's what I ·am talking about: 
"If I drive for more than four or five hours in a 
row I start getting a little �ous about the 
invincibility of my car and its inhabitants. I'll be 
cruising at 70 miles an hour down an interstate 
highway and all of a sudden I'll have this 
incredible urge to spin the wheel to the left and 
see what happeJ¥>. The urge is especially strong 
when crossing over rivers. Suicidal tendencies? 
Nab .. . " 
I'd like to add that 'my methods are a little 
different than this person's. I feel the urge to 
drive off the highway, especially over hills, or 
drive into the next lane while I'm slightly 
inclined. 
I never think of the consequences of these 
certain automotive feats, but I somehow 
imagine I would always land on my feet-or 
tires, if you will. · 
Note: If it helps, the tendency to do this is much 
stronger when I'm in Wisconsin. 
Signed, . 
Highway to Hell? 
PAGE6 
Hip 
Dear Hell?, 
· Doing unnatural things makes for unnatural 
frames of mind and body. Several years ago, the 
Centers for Disease Control found out that 
_leaving huge wads of artificial material in one's 
body for long periods of time led to Toxic Shock 
Syndrome, for example. Probably the first 
women who had that considered their cold 
sweats and fatigue a total mystery; after all, all 
they'd done was inserted a monster tampon ten 
days ago! 
INNER PUSHER 
. 
TUBE - GROOVED RINGS TAMPON 
REMOVAL 
CORD 
I 
OUTER INSERTION ROUND TIP 
TUBE. · _ 
Driving for more than four or five hours is a 
similarly strange thing to do, and you can expect 
odd stuff to happen. Your mind is yelling, "Hey! 
I thought we had a deal! You wouldn't make 
me listen to this terrible music for more than an 
hour, and I woµldn't give you any weird 
thoughts! What happened?" If, in fact, you 
don't listen to terrible music on long car trips, 
maybe you should check your sanitary , 
protection. If that's okay, consider whether 
you've recently eaten a diet high in that no-fat 
food where fat belongs, like butter and cheese. If 
so, no wonder Wisconsin is mad. In the final 
analysis, it may be that just sitting behind the 
wJ;ieel so long makes the mind begin to 
stimulate itself with unusual tidbits. 
Ms. Hippie firmly believes that on car trips, one 
should stop at least every sixty miles and have a 
tasty sna�k at a site that is either scenic or elegant 
or both. Wisconsin has plenty of these. You 
will find that this is the way nature intended for 
humans to travel, and you will hav� peace· of · 
mind. Mr. and Ms. Hippie once took three 
weeks to drive from Bloomington to Denver 
and arrived quite relaxed. 
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT TOXIC-SHOCK SYNDROME (TSS) 
f!le warning �i_gns of TSS include: a sudden high fever (usually 102"f or 
higher). vom1!1ng, diarrhea, a rash that looks like a sunburn. dizziness mu�cle aches, or fainting_ or near fainting when standing up. TSS ca� . rapidly progress from flu-like symptoms to a serious illness that can be fatal. If you have any of these signs and are using a tampon . remove 1t and contact your doctor for immed iate treatment. Tell your dpctor that you l1ave been using tampons and think that you may hove TSS You sl1011!d seek med ical treatment before _resumi119).i]f;use of. tampons 1f you lwie h.i:J TSS warning signs 1n the p;ist. To ansv1er an; ques.t101·,s yo11ma�·112•.c reg.<rri::-CJ TSS or tampon use. consult your doctor The dec1s1011 to use a tampon is. as 1t always h"s been. ;i pe1 sonal ce•:sici:1 In orcler to make informed dec1s1011s about tl1e use of tampo11s yo,J s'10:1'tl be aware of the following · 
1. T� IS a disease believed to be caused by toxin-producing strains of J11e bactenum Staphylococcus aureus. Approxi- -----..._ matety 70% of the cases reported to the Read Here About l · 
Federal Centers tor D1se;ise Con
. 
trot w1rh TOXIC-SHOCK j onset in 1983-85 occurred 111 menstruating SYNDROME · women. who were ustng tampons. while the _____ _ ren121111ng 30% occurred 1n children. rnen, 31lrJ v:ornen who were not menstru3t1ng. 
2 The 1nc1de11ce of TSS 1s est1111atecl to be 1 lo 17 ca�es per I ll0.000 at111g girls and Vio;ne11 per year The risk of TS:) 15 lor teenage girls ano women ll!'rder 30 \edlS oi .Jge tharr o!r!e1 woms1' 3 You can reduce the risk of TSS by alternat111g your tamoon use rn!!1 fem1111ne pads:;'Yotl can also avoid the risk of tampor1-associated TSS. by 11:Jt using tamoons. 
4. Use a tamp0n with the nwwmmr absorbency neecled to control your me.nstrual flow 1n order to reduce t11e risk of getting TSS. Lear11110 2µ c!errno· tog1c<il stuc/1es have found that tt1e risk of TSS 1s.re:-1:erl to t<i11 po11 a!Jsorbency the higher the absorbency. the greater llie r :sk of TSS: the lol'1er t11e abso1 bency the lesser the risk .. (S:e below for selecl1on of proper absorbency.) Other Helpful Advice. The amount of rnenstl ual flow vanes with e;ich wo1rnn within a s ingle period and from month to 1nonth. You shoulrJ evaluate your flow and select the tampon wiH1 the minimum absorbency required to meet your needs. You may want to use different tampon absorbencies for different days of your menstrual period · 
TAMPAX® TAMPONS CAN BE WORN FOR UP TO. 8 HOURS 
: -:�;::� 
\ 
··;.:
· 
?,\4\ 
Dear_
Ms. Hippie: 
I just r�c��tly �ta��d. a. p�s�ti?,n whlc,l} �n�tles. . 
me to have the option ofa,perso�ftl . r�m,e�e_i:it 
account, and my boss (who I 
'
like very much;.bt1t?'� 
can be a bit clueless at times) is practically 
beating down on me to take advantage of this. 
Although I agre.e that this is a very smart, 
fiscally responsible thing to do, my finances at 
this time will not ,allow me to plunk down 100 
bucks a m�nth, s� i c�)>4yca higp.er g��de .of _ ..... 
rice in forty years! {Ycntsee, I'm ili.'ni.y'mi'd�2o§ . '· 
and have. a whopping 53 cents in my savings . , c Y:cnc,nr 
account.) 
· 
Ms. Hippie, I like tny job, and I don't want to 
offend my boss, but how do I break it gently to 
her next time I'm cornered at work and simple 
reactions like "I don't fucking make enough" 
spew out of my mouth. 
· 
Any suggestions? 
/ 
Sincerely, 
Looking Forward to Senior Discounts 
D�ar Forward, .. -:�-�, _r��,: 
Shame about poverty: is ,tfsl1ally ti!l�'e��'�g��]�1 i1�F • .. • ' •� � . ., h -' ·1·d -.,·_,, - � '"i ,, ' .. I 
and in Ms. Hippie's ·_opi.:Iiiort; s qu , L?�""�\ ,>; ··v .• � •• 
�eradic�t�(L ;.;I cart't':�or'ci fr·�fo 'a: s'trrught£&r«ra'ra ·' 
statement that more people should be 
emboldened to say. Dr. Spock even encourages 
parents to say this to their whining, _grasping 
little offspring, in hopes that �ey will gro_w up 
understanding the world of finance. He is 
probably overoptimistic. 
Understanding human nature as she 51-<;>�s", Ms. 
- Hippie is always, willing tO offer· a ;less .. · , ··. · · 
chcillenging tactic.· Blame it all on someqne else, 
preferably family- Say, "I have to use that 
money to pay off my mother's new ki�ney;" or, 
"I'm sending everything I can to �Mtives m 
�re 
Haiti." Or even, "My daddy makes all my 
investments for me." ' 
You can wear TAMPAX@ 1ampons for up to 8 hours. during the day or at 
night. Unlike pads. which can bunch and shifi, TAMPAX® tampons stay in in 
place while you steep so you can move and turn comfortably. Witl1 TAMPAX0! 
tampons you can feel protected. even overnight. 
I 
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Rutherford's Double Standards ' , ' ! -, ' • , 
When twelve year old Carrie Jetton �as raped 
and murdered; this .past August, . State· · 
Representative Dan Rutherford stated that he 
believed child murderers should be killed 
- because they prey on the weakest members of 
society. (A cynic might suppose that Rutherford 
was using Jetton's :murder as an opportunity to 
aid in his campaign for· the 87th district). - ···/··,., •• < •• 
� . _, . � . 
·Yes, this is the;$affi'e Rlitherf6rd:vv{ld\vrote a 
l(>ttefJ� Judge 'q-tiule�i :witte requesting .leniency 
ifi'.fo� sentenci�g':of :Kevin Rittenhouse; who 
was':'sentenced to '.)8·:years in prison for the rape 
and .�urder of M�l Chaplin. (see Vol. 23 NO. 1 
Feb /Mar 1994} 
· 
It is interesting to note who Rutherford defines 
as the weakest members of our society. 
Apparently a 4'11", homeless Korean:wo'ni'cfn 1s · 
not vulnerable qy Rutherford's standards. But 
per1,lapsJh� ��?'.I' �ea'�c)_ti =to� Ru'tH.�:ford's �d6uble · 
standarei 'l'ies irhhe cla:ss· ai:td race bf the . 
pei;p$"trators, Rutherford decided that Jetton's · 
murderer, a young black man: should be killed. 
while Chaplin's upper class white assailant 
should receive an education. 
* Rittenhouse was recently moved _to a medium 
security prison. This move happened'rnany . · 
years befo�e1'.1?st in,rn.at�� �w�uld :
e,v�11 �e . ' ' considered for sUcli a tranSfe"r: · · · ' · · · • • 
�,.:�--.na,:-�·�· ': t�· -·�--: "-�·; ,.c.>::J:::; ,,_.""_.-_: � 
2°'9f"�--'�.,.J ' ,Vj ,'7: '"'P-'" Sherri'h.0 ' • '· • •• • 
This is the actual letter Ruthe,rford sent to Judge 
Witte.  
Dan Rutherford 
State Representative • 87th District 
District Office: 
732 W. Madisiin SL 
Pontiac, IL 61764 
815/842-3632 
Faz: 815/842-2875 
Honorable Charles Whitte 
Law and Justice Center 
104 W. Front Street 
Fourth Floor 
Bloomington, IL 61.701 
Dear Judge Whitte, 
CapitQl Office: 
H-2 Stratton Bldg. 
Springfield, IL 62706 
2171782· 7776 
Fax: 2171782-0709 
Bloomingto11 Office: 
·P.O. Bo• 979 
Bloomington, IL 61702 
309/662-6944 
Spokesman: 
Constitutional Office.,, 
Member: 
Agriculture & Con.servation_ 
I 
lnsuranC<" 
Judiciary I 
Judiciary n 
I am writing you on oehalf of Kevin Rittenhouse. I have known the Rittenhouse family 
for quite some time and believe them to be a creditable and wholesome family. It has 
been recognized that Kevin has done wrong, but I do hope that we can try to help this 
young person develop for the future. · 
It is my understanding that Kevin would. like to further his education and have 
opportunities to grow as a person while he is in the correctional facility. I would 
encourage that the evaluation for location of his time of service be taken into 
consideration the opportunity for him to learn and receive an appropriate education and 
developmental skills. 
.. 
Thank you very much for your consideration. 
State Representative 
DR/de 
Larger Than Life Figures· 111; 
M,akers of Mirth & M 
OOWN 
1 The Jazz-Queen of "Scat" 
• USIC 
ACROSS 
7 World,renowned Italian tenor 
10 ,Belonging to opera diva Sills 
·.� 
2 Taught us how to Twist (init) 
3 Fleetwood Mac gypsy (init) 
4 I• Lucy cohort-in-crime (init) 
5 Mr. "Almost Cut My Hair" 
13 .Played Batman's Egyptian nemesis, King Tut 
14 Broadway's Merman or blues' Waters 
OCT /NOV 1994 
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"_AlV:� 
6 Heart's Ann, Beach Boy Brian or his daughter 
·Carnie . 
8 Elvis Aaron jllJ prnrnu?�1 �iu10'.J 9 Blind jazz singer Diane 
10 Samurai Blues Brother · 
11 .  "Who's on second" vaudevillian 
12 Self,loathing comedienne who shares last name 
with 31 DOWN 
· 15 The Yaz gal 
17  "Fats"' forgotten firstcname 
18 Had a "Holly Jolly Christmas" 
19 Grateful Dead necktie mogul 
20 The 3rd Stooge 
23 Sang of things "Illegal, Immoral & Fattening" 
witf'i f�llow Turtle Eddie 
24 Cre'ss,dressing Polyester queen 
27 "Sweet'' SCTV alumnus 
28. Counl:ry gal Chapin Carpenter 
30 Diamond Jim's Russell 
31 William Claude Dukenfield 
POST AMERIKAN'S 200TH ISSUE 
16 Romeo Void chanteuse 
18 Frances Bavier, better known as Opie's Aunt 
19 Has "friends in low places" 
21 "Ball & Chain" Big Mama (init) 
22 Controversial sitcom actress (init) 
25 Comedian Anderson or jazzman Satchmo 
26 Sister Act's dancing nun 
29 Hazel's Booth or What's Happening's Hemphill 
32 Premier New Orleans trumpet virtuoso 
33 "The Great One" of comedy 
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i r Wren ' Star G u ide 
October/November 
' 
ARIES -- March 2 1-April 19 
Spend more time and energy on your own pet 
projects in the days ahead;- you have neglected 
the thi_ngs that tend to make you1 happy. Call 
your frirteds and family that are far from you 
around the 25th of October. Surprise your mate 
with a special dinner during the first weekend of 
November. Finances will improve toward the 
middle of October. An unplanned trip comes 
along on the business front around November 
19; it could spoil plans for Thanksgiving. 
TAURUS -- April 20-May 20 
Get caught up on the financial backlog; you are 
getting farther behind and must get things in 
balance at once. If you don't get the financial 
_ picture under control, the holiday season looks 
· bleak. Pay attention to business matters as well; 
you are getting behind in the work loaq and may 
have trouble catching up. Treat your physical 
self better or suffer as the weather becomes 
colder. A major project ,is going to take up a good portion of your time; don't forget to spend 
time with your loved ones or there will be hard 
. feelings. 
/ 
GEMINI -- May 2 1 -June 20 , 
Work at accomplishing a smoother balance 
between the desires of yourself and those 
around you; you frequently put your own .best� 
)nterests aside. Supplement your income in � 
. whatever wav& possible; you have many . 
' untapped sources-�of creati\iityfftafran assist you ' 
financially. Friends are pushing where they do 
not belong, especially in areas of relationships. 
A phone call from an old _school chum stirs up 
feelings of disrest; be carefur to deal with them 
in an honest manner. 
'Wfiat 'l(jna of Person 
2\f,aa)( tfie 
Post .9Lmeri/(,an? 
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CANCER -� June 2 1 -July 22 
A phone call from a relative brings relieving 
news around the 30th of November. Try to plan 
one last short get away before the time is lost; 
things will be far too hectic after Th,a-nksgi ving 
to allow you to sneak off. Start your fall 
cleaning soon and get it over with so it does not 
become a burden later when the social season 
starts to heat up. A large purchase should be 
postponed until after the first of next year; you 
_will, need that money for other things in the mean time. 
LEO -- July 23-August 22 
Remember you l!:ave started a new phase in 
your life with the passing of your natal day; be 
aware of .the new lessons and attitudes that · 
await you and deal with them in a positive 
manner. Money matters will improve with 
awareness of your habits; keep track of your 
spending and see where the money goes. Get 
more restive sleep and increase the vitamin 
intake along with more fresh fruit and 
vegetables. Do the pre-winter maintenance on 
your car early to save yourself frustration and 
delays. · 
- - -: ' 
. .- , 
VIRGO. -- August 23-$eptember ,22 , · , , : .. . -
Surprise a special person with a very unique gift 
around the 28th of October and be prepared for a 
total reversal in their outlook in regards to your 
relationship. Get through the planning stages of 
your next project and on to the actual work; 
you're wasting time that will be hard to make 
up later on. Look for mail around the 1st of 
November that requires your immediate 
attention. Beware_of unstable emotions in 
family members durjng the holiday gatherings; 
don't let a momentary bit of temper cause long 
term problems. 
LIBRA -- September 23-0ctober 22 
Do not delegate tasks without keeping a close 
eye on the workers and their results; if errors are 
made, yotJ. will receive the blame. A missing 
document has been stored away; go back 
through old files from two. years in the past and 
you will locate it. Save time for an unexpected 
famjly gathering; a prodigal family member will­
return home ahead of the holiday gatherings. 
Put personal buisness ideas on hold for the time 
being; the time for them will be better in the . 
spring. 
have a serious discussion with the famly as to 
the long term future, especially in regards to pet 
projects. Don't wait for others to solve your 
problems; get the jump on them yourself and 
you'll be surprised how quickly they are 
overcome. 
SCORPIO -- October 23-November . 2 1  
Do not stick your nose in other people's affairs 
and play both ends against the middle; you will 
be the only injured party and are liable to end up 
short the company of several very close friends. 
Your mate is beginning to tire of doing favors 
for your friends; if you volunteer assistance, you 
' should be the one: to follow through. Stiffen up 
and meet the proper w6'rk :efhic ot' ybut finances ' 
may suffer. Expect a �heavier Wotkfoadbdifirli�i'° 
most of November and plan your sc'he"dal{JL�n! 
accordingly. Call your parents once in a while� · 
just to �ay "hello". 
SAGITTARIUS -- November 22-December 
2 1  
An unexpected business . trip. wili -put things 
cbfupletely-.out of 'sorts>a't,hnm�; 'SO'm-ak�_,, : h ,: ,.,­
am�hds'before you go and, remember to take c :  · 
something special back for someone special. Do 
not do anything foolish regarding a brief 
attraction to a charming person; the regrets 
would be long lasting and the tru'st you damage 
would likely be permanept. Clean up left over 
work before the quarter ends at the .office; Ma:ke 
sure you are taking prope-r.ca.re of .yourrhealth; c ·  
A letter will arrive ·around November 3rd -that 
wil�- put your mind at ease. 
AQU,ARIUS -- January 20-February 1 8  
Pull back on your plans to spread out and 
diversify in your business; this is not time to 
. grow but to shore up what you already have 
before you lose it. Work will be hard in days 
ahead, but you need to stick with something for 
awhile and not quit so easily when things don't 
go your way. Your dreams will· be realized, but 
not until you have invested in them the time 
and effort that they deserve. Finances are 
looking more positive in the days ahead, but 
don't spend your windfall all in one place. 
"' , .  PISCES - - February 1 9-March 20 
>'°'� . Clear up neglected emotional concerns quickly 
before they reach into your current life and .. 
cause havoc; this has a great deal to do with 
problems in you current relationship. The boss 
feels you have not been putting forth true effort; 
CAPRICORN •• D�ember �2-Januaty 1·9 _ · get back i_nto the swing at work before an 
You are not doing as wellas expeded regarding . upcoming raise is blown for another year. · Be 
your current ventures; re�evalm1te your reasons aware of new job opportunities that may present 
· for becoming involved with the_se .projects_ and . ·· themsel��s fen· your consideration; make sure - · 
_ you will find out why .things continueJo . gq · · they are teally as good as they seen:L, .  
awry in spite of your best �fforts, -,You n.eed to . . · . . . .... . . . . . . _ . 
, ,
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Being a psyche 1'> : nany thing::;.  l t  is someti mes 
inghteni n g; .': mes en lightening; 
:c u n:  jmes c '.  . ;_, ted ; sometimes feared. lt  is  
• )hen mocked, ct " respected and misund erstood .  
I t  i s  a gift; i t  i s  a responsibility and it i s  to be used 
with honor and honesty. It is this aspect of the 
psychic work that we are concerned with in this 
article: The Ethics. 
In general, the better part of the population of 
this country has very little positive to say about 
a psychic. A national poll in a major newspaper 
a few years back listed psychics and astrologers as 
the second least respected occupation in this 
country. Only used car salespersons ranked 
higher in terr:ns of d isrespect: That says a great 
deal about the faith most people put in 
professional psychics. But some of that lack of 
respect is certainly deserved . 
Virtually every urban.  area in America sports at 
least one (and usually many more) "neon sign" 
psychic. A "neon sign" psychic is a term used 
within the inner circles of  the psychic trade for 
those unethical persons who set up . shop under 
an common sur,nµme .  o r .  unique first name, · , . 
� u�u�lly n,ot ,<th(:'ir (\yvn,; ·.\Vho pos.se�s l.ittle_ i f  any 
s�)Hif!I!1dbqb,solµtt;>ly ·no ,,ethics. · They are usual ly 
locat!:\<iJ "..at, prominent intersections with so muc}1 
signery that it is absolutely impossible to miss 
them, even if you try. 
An appointment for a reading with them is 
usually not necessary. Walk-ins are welcome. 
Pa tr�DS are.often cautioned .not to d iscµss their 
reading· w·ith·anyone'e'lse',ar. tHe 6t.itcqtne \.:\\fll ·be 
a ffedecF· tn'advertis�lnerHs, lhese··· ·r�eai:ie'rs:'·· ·'."'° , 
purport to specializing in the reuniting of lost 
loves and cutes for all problems of  l ife. And 
here enters the unwary, troubled person into the 
web of treachery and deceit. 
�M�;r{y people who are seeking a psychic in a time 
ofr�AA!.leiine1e(n:01ion:.ate .not; in the mood to wait 
atou�n�1foi:•a-1 ps:ychia: tait1•1i0r<:are tbley going to 
drive to one of the suttou'nding comrrn:iniJies · 
with a reputable metaphysical store to consult 
th
.
eir bulletin board for referrals. They �ant 
aav1ce and they want i t  now. I t's very easy to 
loca te your local "neon sign" psychic. The client 
walks into th� door, into a very pristine setting 
where promises, that no respectable psychic 
;.vo:i)d, eyer makej flow like water. And a t  the 
cjo9e_pf, this .f'le_eply troL1bled mnsultation, the 
rea,d�r a�sures the client th.at tht;>se p wblems can 
b'." solved.: candles· can ,be lit, prayers can be sa:id; . 
ail will be well .  For a price .. · Help can always be 
attained. F?r a price. 
""--.... \ 
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,\ perstn1 vvhi �- , ro��c1 lt:d �-' -,·�: ·��-j 
honest advict: "1_'."1 (i .:1d � ( u ·  i_·Drni �e ... � >1h1ct'. v.r u�  
;1 o"t corne tru£ ,  t\ -o e-r:Jcn 1�-:; �ro1__1_b-i 2d Z-:dsy 
p re�/ for these '-'.netriical t�/r�es. A11c: -;J'.1 hen tI',e 
client 's supply J f  money ha5 d cied up so h0,� the 
· " he l p ' . 
This is where it falls to the psychic community 
to police their own. If we tolerate fraud among 
our ranks, we will  continue to receive no 
respect. Professional psychism and the actual act 
of psychic consulting require complete 
irreproachable ethics, honesty and 
confidentiality. E ach cl ient is different, with 
d ifferent concerns and d ifferent needs and 
deserves to be treated as an individual. A 
psychic consultation should be private, personal 
and professional .  No outlandish promises 
should be made. A client should not be told · 
what they "want" to hear; they would be told the 
truth. And when it is possible, a client should 
be assisted to find ways to help themselves. 
They need to be aware of the options they have 
so they can find direction in life. To point out a 
simple ' ' this is what is going to happen" is to 
create a dependency on the advisor. Again, this 
is not an ethical practice. · 
Giving another person advice on their l ife is a 
large responsibility. It is n:rtain1y not a 
responsibility to be taken lightly. It is a twenty 
four hour a day commitment to be there if 
someone you have advised is m need. 
Sometimes, they don't have money for a 
• r '-,1 , 
1 . li.'t>,'b•'·;,. .i].,"'"'�"n;;�- � (?"<.(<> , � . ,�_ , , ,, -� "''"" '"· ii consu tat1on, · CTL 'ueen ',,ome·reassurance anyway 
and that is part of the responsibility as well.  It is · 
a p rofession for someone with a heart and ;;i 
conscious. It is not ior everyone or just anyone. 
And if we take the responsibility to heart, then 
perhaps the nex t time <l smvey of professions i s ,  
conducted, l?sychics w1.!i be nearer t o  the top. 
W inter Wrefl 
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FOR SALE 
W A N T E D  
FO R R E N T  
F R E E  
OT H E R  
M A I L  TO : 
C LASSY F R I E D  A D S  
c/o POST AM E R I KA N  
P . O .  BOX 3252 
B LO O M I N G TO N ,  IL 6 1 702 
H OW IT WO R K S :  
1 .  A M A I L  M A TC H E S  A D  O F  25 WORDS 
O R  L E S S  COSTS $5 AND R U N S  FOR 
. ONE I S S U E .  EAC H W O R D  OVER 25 COSTS 
50¢ A D D I T I O N A L .  
y S i ster,  .. . 
the unk Roc k·er 
uy it T�shirt 
Gay/Lesbian & B isexual  Issues 
N A T I O N A L 
NG LT F  
G AY & 
TA S K  
POLICY I N STITUTE 
The Olympics are out of Cobb! 
We scored a victory late last July as the Atlanta 
Committee for The Olympic Games (ACOG) 
decided to move the 1996 Qlympic volleyball 
venue out of the anti-gay Cobb County, Georgia. 
NGLTF had worked closely with the Olympics 
Out of Cobb Coalition to urge ACOG to take 
action, and Activist Alert readers to take action as 
well. Now attention must turn to the cause of it 
all-the anti-gay resolution passed last year by the 
Cobb County Commissioners. 
Encourage Cobb citizens to demand the repeal of 
anti-gay resolution that lost them the Olympic 
Games and has brought negative national media 
attention. Send letters to the editor of the 
Marietta Daily Journal, 580 Fairground St., 
Marietta, GA 30060; or the Atlanta Constitution, 
72 Marietta St., NW, Atlanta, GA 30303-2804. 
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· FINEST GAY ENTERTAINMENT IN 
CENTRAL ILLINOIS 
733 S. w. Adams, Peoria, IL, 
(309) 676-9030 
Sun-Wed: 10-3:00 a.m. 
Tiu: 9-3:00 a.m . •  Show night 
Fri-Sat: 9-4:00 a.m . 
. Presenlthls 0ad at.the bar for a drink. 
· Orie .per a.istorrier per night . -
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Visa Card holders take action 
Pat Robertson has called on his supporters to 
contact Visa and protest that company's corporate 
donation of money and services to the Gay 
Games. While the gay /lesbian/bisexual 
community does not have the television 
resources of the 700 Club or Christian Broadcast 
Network, activists have been posting notices over 
computer networks, generating calls and letters. 
Visa operators have acknowledged the increase in 
calls. Because Visa operators at the company's 
800-telephone number are currently being 
deluged with pro and con calls, the company has 
recommended submitting your opini�n through 
written correspondence. 
If you are a Visa card holder, make sure to contact 
the . company and support their corporate 
donation to the Gay Games. Write Vis a  
Internationa l, P. 0. Box 8999, San Francisco, CA 
94128-8999; or call 800-336-3386. 
· 
".':"'1-i",'7 
NGL TF has been urging congress for years to 
expand the mandate of the Department of 
Justice's Community Relations Service (CRS) to 
include sexual orientation and religion. The CRS 
Mandate has received renewed attention due to 
NGLTF advocacy, the highly publicized dispute 
involving Camp Sister Spirit in Mississippi, and 
many letters from constituents. Keep those letters 
coming. Congressional hearings, which began last 
August, are looking into the issue of adding 
sexual orientation and religion to the CRS 
Mandate . 
Urge Congress to expand the CRS mandate. Send 
letters to Rep. Jack Brooks, Chair of the House 
Judiciary Committee; Rep. Hamilton Fish, 
ranking Republican; Sen. Joseph Biden, Chair of 
the Senate Judiciary Committee; and Sen. Oren 
Hatch, ranking Republican. Send Representatives 
mail to U. S. House of Representatives, 
Washington, DC 20515, and Senators ' mail to 
U. S. Senate, Washington, DC · 2051 0. 
POST AMERIKAN'S 200TH ISSUE 
Homophobia stops here 
Lesbian activist Dee Mosbacher has produced a 
dramatic new videotape in response to the video 
wars launched by the Radical Right. In 
conjunction with Frances Reid, Mosbacher has 
produced a 24-minute video/ "Straight From The 
Heart," to confront the lies and distortions of the 
"Agenda" videos churned out by the Far Right. 
The video profiles parents who. have come to a 
new understanding of their gay and lesbian 
children and now courageously wish to share 
their stories. 
The producers will be distributing the video in 
states facing anti-gay ballot measures or where 
such measures are threatened for future action. 
The producers hope to target legislators, 
educators, church members, and others. 
Mosbacher is the daughter of Robert Mosbacher, 
former Secretary of Commerce in the Bush 
Administration and chief fundraiser for Bush's 
1992 re-election campaign. Although an activist 
herself all her adult life, Mosbacher strengthened 
her commitment to fight the Radical Right after 
witnessing the gay bashing rhetoric of the 1992 
Republican National Convention. 
' 
Individuals and .organizations may obtain a copy 
of the video for $39.95 from Woman Vision, 3145 
Geary Boulevard, Box 421 ,  San Francisco, CA 
941 18. Activists are encou raged to arrange group 
educationa.l viewings of the video with you r 
church or other community organizations. 
... 
READ MY LIPS 
If you have an item you think should be included in 
ACTIVIST ALERT, please mail or fax it to Robin Kane, 
Activist Alert editor, NGLTF Policy Institute, 2320 17th St., 
NW, Washington, DC 20009; fax (202) 332-0207; e-mail 
rakngltf@aoLcom. All entries should be national in scope or 
should allow for activists from around the country to re­
spond. 
NATIONAL GA Y & LESBIAN TASK FORCE 
2320 1 7th St., NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202) 332-6483 phone; (202) 332-0207 fax 
(202) 332-621 9 TTY; ngltf@ aol.com (e-mail) 
\ 
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True , Confessions : 
Phoebe: Cau lfield Grows Up 
During the 1970s, I wrnte for the Post-Amerikan, 
mainly under my pen name, Phoebe Caulfield . .  
• Phoebe is Holden Caulfield's little sister in a 
. . novel by J. D. Salinger,: Catcher in the Rye. This 
. was back when .teer:i.agers read novels, and 
. Catcher in the Rye wa� one that adults worried 
about kids reading. Ye�, it was a really long time 
ago. 
· As Phoebe Caulfield,-! ;went around pretty much 
in a state of being indignant, uppity, outrageous, 
and generally pissed off in a fun kind of way. I 
. wrote articles complaining about stuff, and 
people likeq them. The stuff was what most 
people would like 'to complain about if they had 
been paying attenfion, ;crnd I complained in a 
manner naughty enough to gratify the readers' 
stifled adolescent impulses. (The Teenager 
Within is not given nearly enough press.) I was 
infamous for ·Goin$ Td>o Far This Time. 
My m.aterial came from everyday life in 
BloomingtoffNormal: ' the p lastic landscaping 
at the local Shell station, wrangles with the 
telephone compatj.y, stupid moyies, benighted 
se� education, bad food, excruciatingly dull 
panel discussions aboµt juvenile justice, flat 
beer, extortion by Illin\)is Power. Just the kind of 
beat for a gal who could combine laughing, 
crying, shaking w�th rage, explaining photo 
· reduction math, and operating a wanky Selectric 
at the same time, : on a moment's notice. 
I liked the things that many people remember 
the ·PosNor; -like catching a polic@.•off,icer in a 
pho.to tharlooked like :he' was· peeing on the 
wheel of a parked car, or editorializing upon a ·  
·sanitary p a d  ludiqroµsly named New Freedom. 
Sophist,icated stuff. 
· 
I was young then, and now I am not young. 
Movies like The Big Chill give you the 
impression that when, people like me grow up, 
they get comfort�ble jobs in law, medicine, or 
entertainment, -live in nice houses, and have all : 
matching towels. We are also · supposed to 
· 
outgrow being pissed off and to look back on our 
youthful zeal with fond chuckles. We are 
supposed to stop Going Too :fa'. This Time. 
This pisses me off. Here I am, middle-aged and 
just as weird as ever if not more so. Let me go 
over a f�w things that I still have tO complain 
about twenty years later. 
Stupid movies, speaking of The Big Chill. 
hooted and jeered so hard at Dances with I 
Wolves that my husband had to go watch in the ; 
basement. Give me a break. Here is every 
man's daydream: a '.eally beautiful really skinny · 
really white woman with no body hair, who ' 
barely speaks and doesn't want a big wedding. 
Jeez. These two films get the Phoebe Caulfield. 
A ward for Packing Reactionary Crap in Hip 
Clothing. 
· 
Plastic, in particular unnecessary plastic, is still a 
major irritant. When one gets older, the p ills 
one needs no longer come folded up in pr�tty 
paper, as easily accessible as the colorful 
universe within. Nowadays, I just want a 
couple of allergy pills now and then. But I can' t  ; 
get them without a twisted battle with incredibly1 
tough plastic bubbles, tearing my tender 
fingertips and making me grind my teeth and 
yelp like a tortured- chihuahua. Whose fault? 
The Tylenol Killer's !  
I hate .the Tyleno.l Killer. ,  Not becau.se of  the 
meaningless .-loss• ·0£ cinnoren t· li vesi 'for '0hrtst' s 
sake. Those people had headaches anyway, 
proba�ly brain cancer from years in our 
educational system. N o, it's the Killer's prank 
. that started this insane orgy of wrapping or 
strapping everything in access-proof plastic. 
This creates an extra level of background stress 
whenever it looks like a package may need · 
opening. The kind of stress that makes you 
want to poison strangers, in fact. It really pisses 
me off. 
What A Difference 200 Issues Make 
Many different sy�nbols arid passages can be used . 
to mark time - the1 seasons, the phases of the moon, 
days of the week, :anthropological eras-- so I 
suppose the number of issues of a small alternative 
paper in the middle of. Illinois is as good a marker · 
as any. But it needs to be takenin context. 
Two hundred issues for "Time'' or "Newsweek" or 
. even the "Weekly World News" is less than two 
years. No big deal. But200 issu�sfor the Post­
Amerikan represents over 20 years gone by. Now 
that's significant. Many ofthe people reading this 
issue of the paper we1le not even born when the 
first issue hit the streets. 
Ever since Sherrin called to ask me to write an 
article for the Post 's 200th issue, I have been 
thinking of how much (and how little) has 
changed since issue one . .  
-Two hundred issues ago; the United States was 
illegally .occupying another nation in an attempt to 
ertsui:'e ''democracy" throughout theworld. Then it 
was Viet'Nam. Now it is Haiti. 
<< . -·!J\y()hur{drec:i "i�sue� :go, Eastland Mall was a 
. · ·:·�i(•; r\e'W.�hopping.center on the far east side of . · 
· · (i•�:aioo�ingto11. Today its east side borders on the 
· . ' .;c�Ws populati,on center, Veteran's Parkway: (It 
was�•;J���tlif14��C)Q,�ssµ_g� �g&,l · -
X.t.;'. I �i � J f �\�;�it) -�it?i:�·# 
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c-Two hundred issues ago, the media Center at 
ISU was the student union, Williams Hall was the 
library, and most students came here to become 
�eachers. 
--Two hundred issues ago, there was a coffee 
house in 'doW'g;tS-�n Normal where students and 
other enlightened community members could 
gather to talk, read poetry, drink coffees and teas, 
and llsten to folk singers. There is <;1.gain, although 
that opportunity was absent for about 1 75 issues. 
--Two hundred issues ago, 0.J. Simpson· was best 
known for playing football. 
--Two hundred issues ago, the town of Normal 
was dry. 
--T�o'hundred issues ago, driving drunk was an 
adv.enture, not aJelony. 
-�Two hundred issues ago, when people talked 
abo1,1t drugs being a problem with kids they were 
. talking abou! 19-year-olds. 
:�Two hundred issues ago,. abortion was illegal. 
' . 
.� Tw:o hund�ed issues ago, College Hills Mall was 
·• a cornfield. · 
��Two hundred issues ago, the "f-word" people 
talked about was not "feminist". 
, "POSf AMERIKAN'S 200TH ISSUE 
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That reminds me: Here in B-N , the LA. race 
riots themselves were not nearly as disturbing as 
listening to local idiots tal k  about the riots, in 
grocery lines and such unavoidable spots. "I just 
don't understand why those people are trashing 
their own neighborhoods;" they'd say, shaking 
their empty heads in smug wonder. Phoebe 
inwardly shrieked, "HAVEN'T YOU EVER · 
HAD PMS???"  (The sar:ne local idiots, I suppose, 
institute smarmy chili suppers and noise-level­
and-yard-decor guidelines in their own damn 
neighborhoods, the Nazi creeps.) 
I still also think that if people are going to get 
guaranteed time off work for breeding purposes, 
those of us who have wisely decided not to 
overburden the planet with our quirky genetic 
material should get equal guaranteed time off 
work. We should get six weeks or whatever to 
learn to play piano or speak_French. or see what 
smells so funny at the bottom of the closet. And • 
we shouldn ' t  even have to show that we have 
any talent or skill that w,ill make us successful at ; 
any of these pursuits. God knows the breeders 
· 
don' t .  Most of the so-calkd human genetic 
ma.terial ,on·  thi,s �a;tl; ,sI:oulci 'ye .been . s,110t where it stood .at the. age, qf .�}.g,�t <;0,L\l,\1\f,�st 
encased in tough impermeable p)?-s�i�,.' " ' "' - • - - .... ) , � J ,, - - - --
So, you see, Phoebe Caulfield has manag�d fo get ! 
older. without attaining maturity as it is 
normally understood, and one hopes that I have 
yet again Gone Too Far. 
. .  · -�-Phoebe �au!field . .  . _ . . ,  . .  _, 1 .:;i: I J d d l J  1: S i ; i_.._1 c'.'.:] J J GI._; 1 '! � f L'--;1 .� u ; r� '.J/.: •)"1 L \ \,,;;. �: t) ; i  � --- ._.. � -
), .� 
Post script: The. 'm'iisih'gs of illy� �ten\er, more 
reasonable alter ego may be found regularly in 
these pages in the simple yet profound advice of 
Ms. Hippie . 
--Two hun.dred issues ago, Elvis was being seen by 
fans all across the country. Of course, he was still 
alive then. · 
--Two hundr.ed issues ago, the Pantagraph was a 
right-wing, conservative Republican newspaper. 
(Some things never change.) �--�t:i}· 
--Two hundred issues ago, no one said the word 
"rape" aloud. Today there are over 30 rape crisis 
centers in Illinois alone, and the one in this 
community has been in existence for over 20 years. 
--Two hundred issues ago, no one had di�d from 
AIDS. 
. ' ' 
--Two hundred issues ago, I was living with my 
parents and preparing to move to Blo.omington­
Normal for 18 months to finish a d�greeat ISU 
and then gel out of Illinoi.s for good. Today, I have 
four cats, three jobs'. a 9.�year-long relatibns,hip, and only 15 years toKo oii <\ 30�year piortgage. 
And I still have about l� rifO:nH1s:fo g()'J6r that 
degrt;t\ . · · · ' � .. ,- · ' : _'. J '°: ,,; 
--Two hU'ndre'd issue� agp'.'th�·faasrAiti�rikiln was 
being read by the best arid bt'ight��t pebpl� in . 
. .. . t?wn . .. It still is today . J-iere_'s hoping it will be 200 
n ' 'isshes frori{fibw as wJff ' ' "'1 'h:f • ' ;"'"'.  <'' 
.:l "' .- -
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on thei r years with the P-A 
Wearing Our Trousers Rolled • . .  
[X}�Cift>- G RN5 ! L E T 'S· 
G E T  To G E TH E R 
R NJ> S-TR RT R PRPER � 
w 
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Jeez, another anniversary. 
The very idea of the Post-Am celebrating yet 
another •  mark of venerability is pretty damn 
> &rJridhg :J and hbt':a' little puzzling. When we 
start�cl'thrs crag, nobody was .lookin' ahead three 
decades; at the time, an underground paper just 
seemed like · a cool thing to do. More to the 
point, the idea of being pain-in-the-butt irritants 
to a conservative inidwestern community was 
irresistible. 
That allure kept us early Posties0 going' through 
more monthly lay-outs than I.want to 
remember. Long weekends in a series of 
basement offices, rubber cemeJ;1t in your hair, 
bottled Leinies and sub sandwiches roiling in 
your stomach - ah, the joys of alternatiye · 
journalism! Who can forget ·those cranky 
Sunday night leftie arguments, fueled by 
exhaustion and too beers? 
You need sontething ·to get you through -the 
drudge work and for many of us it was the joy of 
getting someone pissed off. The .interview that 
showed ISU president David Berlo for the 
arrogant nimnod that he was. The messy 
examination of the contents of, n'arc-group 
MEG's garbagie. The crucified Easter bunny 
cover that hacil Calvary Baptist's minister 
frothing at th�_ mouth. These moments and 
more kept us going. May not be noble, but"it was 
fun. 
� 
1 don't know what fuels the current breed of 
Pasties, what 'pushes 'em through the shitwork, 
but I suspect a little of that adolescent desire to 
shock goes a fong way. It can be difficult living 
in a town Jik.e Bloomington-Normal. The 
imbedded conservatism, casual racism and 
small daily oppressions can be maddening to 
anyone the le)ast bit out of the mainstream. It's a 
short skip frdm outrage to outrageousness. · 
I don't mean to short sheet all the good 
community ihelp material that the P-A has run 
through the :years: it's the backbone of the 
paper, after at!. But to my admittedly warped 
mind, it helps to have this honest material 
· surrounded iby spurts of goofiness. And it 
appears that the perpetrators of items like· 
"Ollie's Fun; Page" think the same. 
�,c;, ��rt;��, ��1;,�Y�l]v�05� tl'-�a,pr ,o,f }!:11: .�,n5l, '< · , '. 
�. '"JD!!i<iYY:Oi2<1,ttJpfJlrnA.rn�then anuw-er>SaEy; ; '  :Aw1,.. •; ' 
right! ! ! !  
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You Can Fight City Han 
· ' A.s r· was looking through the archiyes in 
preparation for this anniversary issue, I came upon 
the very first Post that I .remember reading. The 
year was 1978; tl;te big story was the Home Rentals' 
picket. 
When I first met the Post folks, I was a naive 
college· student. However, the Post changed all 
that. One Postie took me on my first picket line 
and stake out. I stopped shaving my legs and pits 
after reading a Post article and before long, � 
, dropped out of C()llege - J1lUCh to my older sister's ,., . . dismay. rin not sure what else l said to her during 
that phone call. It must have had something to do 
with smashing the state because I remember her 
. telling me that someday I would grow up a!ld 
. ' realize .that'I couldn't fight city hall. 
Ptiri11g the years t�at followed, I remained a · . 
.fiiHhfiil read�rof-the.Post, but my involvement 
, ;  _w·�flhi::ti!�d tq �.tr:�p ptj11ting an occasional . 
lleadllrte; .knowing whiit weekends we couldn't . ·  
have parties because they would conflict with Post. 
c;o. . Jnov�. flnfi Aa��i.I1e:�il 9��n toJ::a.�t� Smith's � :�'GJ?.���;'.,�h�&i'Y:f ,�id.t.,. : : • oL; · .. · 
; J���!-; .'-"!)(::'. 'H � \� ;' - ·i · .. ::, ,\1-r<{i·,�.-i �- · . , t i_ :  , :· -�- ;. . ."· . : -: , �-· , · . : :. 1 ;  :, _,...; � · -. ·_//U :  · · · � ·  Sixteen.years have p�ssed,. ... I h"v,�1,r,�.��yepJny 
master's degree, still not picked up a Lady Schick 
and thankfully n�ver growry.:t?,qeJieye.;tJ:i.at you ' 
" 
can't fight city hall. I guess this hope is evidenced 
most by my move from the sidelines of the Post to 
the core. It is sometimes exhilarating, often 
frustrating and increasingly lonely, (There aren't 
many of us h);� at the Post these days). 
I'm not su11e what keeps us going, Bill. I guess part 
of what m6ves me .is that adolescent rebellion you 
desi;:ribe - the desire to prove iny sister wrong. But 
it is also the belief that individuals can make .a 
difference and that words can change lives. 
Happy 200th issue .and thanks to all of you at the 
Post, past and present, who have never grown up. 
Sherrin 
; 
. \ 
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The P-A Just Keeps GOing, and �Going ,and Oir)g . . .  
My second encounter with the Post Amerikan 
came through my burgeoning friendship· with 
Phoebe Caulfield. 
In the August of 1989, rd just taken an apartment 
in the same building that Phoebe and her 
Significant Other managed. They lived upstairs 
from me in a wonderfully odd and funky 
apartme.nt. (They eventually had to give it up 
when the neighborhood anal-retentive . 
complained to City Hall about their parrots, but 
that's another reminiscence.) Since we were both 
working in ISU's English Department, we'd go 
into work together, after taking a few to have 
. . I mornmg coffee out on my balcony. . 
Haul sixteen tons and what do you get? 
I'd had to take a' light-industrial temp job for that 
summer, working in a Black & Decker warehouse 
in Columbus, OH. Just back in town, having quit 
three days before, I'd been sputtering to Phoebe 
over my Mocha Java about Black & Decker's 
appallingly wasteful method of "re-routing" 
merchandise over-runs and/ or returns from. 
stores that had gone out of business: shoving load 
after load of still-boxed, perfectly usable popcorn 
makers, toasters, etc. into the compactor. The 
flattened remains would be later dumped into a 
landfill. Management deemed the subsequent tax 
write-off (as a business loss) more. desirable than 
finding other, more environmentally friendly 
means for disposal of excess merchandise. · 
"They could get great PR mileage out of this," I 
raged to Phoebe. "Donate the appliances to 
charities:-half-way houses, shelters for the 
homeless, for battered women and children, to 
organizations like Habitat for Humanity for 
· distribution among their clients, even 
government-subsidized ,sociaL service agencies, r'Y 
like thiiih��">£�?1a15ft:il5uf� Jgxie��'arn�� 1lin/1''1Ju · ' '"' 
butter." 
"Your experience cbuld make a great article for 
the Post Amerikan," Phoebe replied, her bouncing 
' enthusiasm smoot�ly belying her insidious plan 
.to recruit yet anotper Post Amerikan staff writer. 
More insidious recruitment tactics 
Well, Phoebe read 'my article--"How I Spent My 
Summer Vacation" (October/November 1989).;­
and pronounced me "A born . Post Amerlkan 
writer." A little flattery and I was hooked. I 
started helping out with typesetting and layout, 
going to the meetings, the post-production 
potlucks, cranking out familiar essay after familiar 
essay. 
Working on the Post expanded my social circle, 
tapped my latent talent for advocacy journalism, 
and helped alleviate my general feelings of . 
worthlessness and insignificance. After I returned 
home from a layout weekend, having helped_ 
Y�s, 1 r'S -rlf11E - I llMS . Mo1tr1F1El> WrllAI K;+TIE 
:SH•�l> 1,1p Ar ,,_y -RtRTY 
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Tb STRA1r;11,r�A1· 011.r..  
send yet another issue of the Post Amerikan off to 
the printer, I'd kick back and savor the; wonderflil 
sense of having done something important, C)f 
having engaged once again in a socially 
responsible enterprise, o.f having made some little 
difference. Most importantly, working on the 
Post gave me community. 
Deborah S. Wilson, mild-mannered college 
professor by day, becomes Dr. Attitude, crusading 
advocacy journalist, on nights and weekends 
An article on women and rape _eventually helped 
convince a hospital ad:rli.inistrator to implement 
greater 'security for female personnel on the night 
shift; anqther article on accepting personal 
responsibility for the directi.on one's life takes had 
helped build a fire under an old friend from 
graduate school: she finaUy stopped.diddling 
around and filed her dissertation. A more recent 
article, ·"Save A Life, Save The World," which 
dealt, in part, with Schindler 's List (both 
Keneally's novel and Spielberg's film) and the 
incalcuable value of making a difference in even a 
single hurhan life, brought me my first and only 
fan letter. 
· 
There have been the bad times, of course, mostly 
when we were shorter than usual of money or 
staff. I remember one \meeting in particular, 
several years ago, when only Skeet Floyd an'd I . ' 
showed up, and we discussed, with great · , .  , 
seriousness, shutting down the paper. We didJ;i.'t , 
want to do that--at that point, we were a year and 
a half away from the Post Amedkan's 20th 
Anniversary issue. I must confess, I cried a tear or 
two on Phoebe's shoulder that night. ' ' 
Crawling towards the millennium 
Nothing lasts fo,rey;.ce;:.,, :cQT.·S they say} .bUt " ' · �" '..i i . ;  \!C .. :-.... !M"'O!' 
somehow the Pq�� · n, like the Energizer 
Bunny, just keeps' on going, and going, and going, 
despite the most absurd, occasional if internecine, 
squabbles and personality flashes. Just when we 
think that it's time to shut the paper down, it 
springs back to life. So here we. are, two years past 
the 20th Anniversary issue and into the 200th 
issue . .. Could the Post actually help ring in the 
millennium? 
-
I hope so. Institutions such as the Post Amerikan 
can make all the difference in a .com�unity like 
Bloomington-Normal. When I first moved to 
Central Illinois from Southern California to take a 
job, I'd expected a real culture shock Affordable 
rent, air that never got truly fetid during a smog 
alert, freeways clear and free-flowing, the way God 
intended them. But there was also the rural 
isolation that I expected would magnify 
intolerance of all kinds--racism, homophobia, 
sexism, etc. And I'd been warned that George 
Lincoln Rockwell, the founder of the American 
Nazi Party, had set up its nati0Pl'al1 headquarters in 
Bloomington. 
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.The end of civilization as I knew it? 
After accepting the job offer from ISU, I'ci taken 
the train down from Chicago, where I'd been 
attending a NEH Summer Seminar for College 
Teachers, to look over the town, find an 
apartment, set up a bank account, I stopped off 
Coffee World Coffeehouse. The red boxes out 
front, bearing the legend "Post Amerikan" gave 
me quite a .start. My hands actually shook slightly 
as I popped in a quarter. What was this,. a KI.an 
paper? What kind of place would I be living in 
now? I'd just turned down an invitation to see · .  
"Betrayed," a Debra Winger vehicle, that had just 
··opened in Bloomington-Normal that weekend. 
(Winger plays an FBI agent assigned t() infiltrate a 
white-supremacist, paramilitary organization in 
rural Iowa, run by farmer Tom Berenger.) All my 
worst fears, about Bloomington-Normal would 
have been exacerbated if I had gone to se"e 
"Betrayed." Now, fear and loathing I thought 
chimerical s�emed, poised. to become reality. . . - : -· ,-· ' ·: -, ' � ' ','."= '  . J ·  d ' ; • ! _, ; ·} : .  , ; ; : ; 
- - - . ·-' - � : '· ! J �:. ;-� t ; . �:; ' 
Imagine my relief after I actu.a�ly started leafing 
through the pages of the Post Amerikan. I'd. 
forgotten about the leftist '70's conceit of spelling 
"Amerika" with a "k" rather than a "c" to 
underscore our country's historic racism. Glearly, 
this was no racist rag, and all my worst anxieties 
were, for the moment, assuaged. I knew then 
• and there that as long as the Post .Amerikan is 
around, I'd always be able to live, even if just a 
little bit, in �hat ,�9Jn,E¥I}f;.; 1:Jric� 15riqE·!·00Jorin 120'1 i ,1_ .i c J. 
--Dr. Attitude 
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Our B icentenn ial Qu iz!  
o.k. kiddies - the following quiz was compiled by SF and 
towanda l (who else, ha!) who, by the way, were quite 
amused by some of the stuff we saw in 1 99 past issues of 
the Post. Here 's some historical tidbits we dug up. 
The answers are located on another page in this issue. 
Hey, no peeking and no cheating! 
1 .  The Post Amerikan helped to close the doors of 
this shady rental agency. 
a. Tinervan 
b. Home Rentals 
c. Apartments, Inc. 
d. Twin City Realty 
2. In 1982, the PA accused this Pantagraph writer of 
"suffering from a failure of imagination." 
3. Complete the following: "If she's Ms. Hippie, 
who was that other " 
4. Which of the following was not a pen name 
used by past Post writers. 
a. Skeet Floyd 
b. Horny Dilemma 
c. Dolly Dumpster 
d. Peppermint Patty 
5. A Post photographer shot a' picture of this 
person being arrested at the mall for distributing 
anti-shopping leaflets? 
a. the Tooth Fairy 
b. Santa Claus 
c. the Easter Bunny 
d. Ms. Hippie 
�-./ �  .. ::.7 :j,j;./i 
6.  What Bloomi.ngton-woman's atfest ftfr' kil'firi'�: 
her abusive husband caused a heated debate 
among PA members, many of whom left the 
newspaper as a result of their disagreements? 
7. Who wrote the "Underground Barfly" - a review 
of eating/ drinking establishments in B/N? 
a. Ferdydurke and Balrog 
b. Phoebe Caulfield 
c.  Stella and Blanche 
d. Lucy and Ethel 
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8. Which Post writer received complaints for 
writing too many gay related articles? 
a. Ferdydurke 
b. Ike & Tina 
c. Peter Doubt 
d. LVD 
9. Which band never played at a PA benefit? 
a. Toxic Shock 
b. Bloody Discharge 
c. Jesus on a Ten Speed 
d. The Mysterious Fat Man 
10. This Postie sought out embarrassing products 
of our society for her "Plastification Award" series 
-
a. Dr. Attitude 
b. ISIS 
c.  Virginia Girly 
d. Phoebe Caulfield 
1 1 .  This (since closed) gay bar in B / N  used to 
adverise in the Post. 
12. Our first plea for help. 
a. June 1983 
b. Feb. 1976 
c.  Sept. 1973 
d. Dec. 1991 
13. This business has never advertised in the PA. 
a. Normal Police Dept. 
b. The Joint General Store 
c.  Hi-De-Ho 
d. The BookJiive . 
14. What local B I N  church threatened a boycott of 
all businesses who carried the Post as a result of 
this cover? 
a. Grace United Methodist 
b. Our R.edeemer Lutheran 
c. Epipha117.._C9tf1�. 
d. Calvary Baptist 
15. Post censored in this Illinois prison. 
Come play 
basketball and 
make good music with 
the home team! (f_J 
16. And just what was meant by that basketball 
motiff in the Divinyl Madness Records ads? 
17. What business drew criticism for running 
sexist advertising in the Post? 
a. Man-ding-go's  
b. Divinyl Madness 
c. Yah-ta-hey 
d. Mother Murphy's 
18. Early pressure from Poshes helped to dethrone 
this corrupt ISU president 
a. Lloyd Watkins 
b. Ronald .McDonald 
c. David Berlo 
d;, Robert ·Bone 
19. Cost .ohhe first issue 
a. 10¢ 
b. 25¢ . 
c. 15¢ 
d. 5¢ 
20. 0ul:ing trieeariy:iriid iw�:'L:Vti'.pr�duce<l 'ffle · ·  
comic strip, "My Sister the Punk Rocker." What 
happened to Jill and Kat in the end? · 
a. Both Sisters met wonderful men, settled down, 
and becor;ne certified yuppies. 
b. Kat lefotown to become manager of CBGB's in 
New York City, Jill stayed. 
c. Jill arid Kat were killed off in an mysterious 
explosion. 
d. Their future was never resolved. 
* BONUS"* 
What was the exact date the first issue of the Post 
Amerikart appeared? 
__ _  · -· _ , 19_ 
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Our first y�ar--how · it all began 
I t  bad casual , swol len. letter ing for 
a masthead , · a  mar ij �ana leilf for a sym­
bol , fifteen cents for a price and · 
this motto : "Man ( s i c )  i s  Descended 
· from Guer i llas . "  Neither mas thead , 
leaf, motto , nor price were to re� 
main af ter five issues . The paper and 
its name , th_ough, _were to s tick around 
awhile . 
The first ... issue of the Pos t  Amerikan 
c11111e out on April 3 ,  19�the day i t  
came back from its printer (a pr int 
co-op in Champaign that has s ince gone 
the way of a lot of early seventies 
co-ops ) .  .Produced by members o f  the 
ISU community ( fac ulty ·member Rex Rex­
ford wrote mos t  of the f ir·s� issue ' s . 
artic le s ) , the. premiere P..:.A i s sue sold 
out. on campus in only two days . 
"That was perhaps the height of freak 
identity on campus , "  C huck Willer, an 
early Po st worker recall s ,  "probably 
three years behind the rest o f  the 
country . we sold almost a thousand 
copies of the paper j us t  by hawking to 
students on the quad . ·" 
Much- of the Po s t  I s  e�r ly mater ial came 
d�t �i<ttfi'.'s'..;i�ense of fk-eak identity . · 
In the dp'e�:i'itlg issue ' s  eigh� pages · 
appeared : "Rock vs . Comp uter" .( a c r i­
tic ism of computerized rock station 
' 
WBNO-FM) , "May Day I s  J-Day " ( a  call 
for mas s ive public dope smoke-ins ) ,  
and a record review . There was also a 
repor t on the protest spurred by then 
Nixon ' s  big bombing push in Vietnam) , 
and the Post worked to public ize these 
protests� we l l  as the con trovers ies 
s urround ing them . 
I ssue three, also ,  contained the P-A ' s 
first artic les on the women ' s  movement :  
· ,  a review o f  the Chicago women ' s  ' Liber­
"ii.tion Rock Band , an artic le on ISU ' s 
new Women •· s .center entitled "women ' s  · 
center Trucks Along" (remember truck­
ing? ) , and "Women Protest Yo ur­
selves . "  
Secreta�x_C?..-Lf>��n.��J.fq_L.kai.�c;l.::§.c : .: ."'" _:_, .. �o •.. • ,. --�·· : •• " '  " •• ... •• - • - • •• 
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Scottish Rite Temp le . �T itle of the 
fast artic le : " Laird Eats I t • " A 
two-page centerspread pos ter rounded 
the issue out.  
. "Wi l l  B-N s upport·  its own ' underground ' 
:,:; �.�l,lb.Uca tion ? " the is sue ' s  opening ed­
::'.:·�� :ri"�l)��:ir;e_d· .. .. " The Pos t-:-Amerikan is not certain of that que stion , b ut we 
have enough confidence that the answer 
i s  ' yes ' to begin a cemmun ity news­
paper that wi l l  be publ ished on a bi­
weekly basis , even d ur ing the summer . "  
The early P-A was far from a community 
paper , however . I ts s trong university · 
ties kep t .  it school-or iented--all of 
i ts s ta ff were ei ther fac ulty·, • s tudent 
or married to fac ulty or s tuden t .  But 
it had hopes .  
It would take time to come close to �e­
alizing those hopes ,  though . In the 
m�antime , i s sue two c ame out, with a 
fac u l ty member ' s  three�page d ratribe 
against the educational sys tem ( and 
ISU ' s  teacher educ ation program in 
_partic ular ) , a reprint artic le con­
demning soc iology ( that was as boring 
as it sound s) . , another two-page 
poster , the fi"rst instal lment of a 
. bizarre serial entitled "Cap tain Commie 
Ciller , " and a c artoon condemnation o f  
local gr oup C i tizens for Decency and 
their camp aign again s t  s tag films on 
campus . That cartoon was the first to 
appear in the �-:A by Bill Sherman, . . 
.,,, 
.. 
whose scratchy , hal f- fo�ed work was ;;i; � 
to dominate the paper ' s  gr._aphic s for 
much of the early year s . 
Several anti..:war repririts- appeared in 
. that second · issue ,  ;;md they siqnal leg 
the thrust Of the paper I S next twQ • . 
- . issues . · Members · of concerned S tudents 
union,. a, loose.,.knit .group of. ISU radi..-:· 
·cals;, . planned. a serie$ of s�ring an.ti- . -
war activitiE!s {right a-t the start Qf- , . 
B ut many freaks and radic als at the ' 
·time , inc l ud ing those assoc iated with 
the P-A, had ambivalent ( to put i t  
nicely) atti tudes towards the women ' s  
movement ,  and these a:i;-tic le's almost 
didn ' t make it into the paper . It 
would be · alm?st a year , in fac t ,  be­
fore the ·paper and its s taff ac tively 
emb�aced feminist articles . Before 
, that . would come a series of contro­
versies that would fra:gment the 
paper ' s  staff . 
Other controv�rsie s ,  though, were of 
g,!,im�ry co�cern dur ing those first 
l.ssues . Rexford , dissatisf ied with 
the Concerned Students Union and sus-
.p icious of their (non-violen t) cam.:.. 
pus pro test, was to write a condern­
nat-ion o f  campus anti-war ac tivity . 
After writing i t ,  and submitting it 
for the fourth issue, he re signed 
from the paper . 
That left the ' Post without . its fore­
mos t  backer and wr iter . Wil ler and 
Sherman, the la·tter fresh from a ten­
ure aa\ edi tor o f  ISU ' s s tudent paper., 
s tepp�d in and pul led toge ther the 
fourth".is sue . - Most o f  issue four ' s  
articl es were written wi th speed .and 
spec ulation . One artic le , entitled 
,;Kop s , " for instanc e ,  was l ittle more 
than a series of nCisty comments about 
the Bloomington c ity calend ar ' s  blurb 
. describing its police department • • 
. I<ssue fo11r was also�· the las t bi-· 
we�kly Post. " · - . . -- ·  
Number f ive was advertised as the 
firs t monthly issue as well as the 
?aper ' s  first free issue .  The paper 
has remained somewhat monthly, but 
it was free c:>nty once . I t;s · cover was 
a parody of an ISU Vidette collage 
cover--certainly somewhat of a mis­
take for a paper that kept .;ins·istinq 
it wanted to branch out into the .· 
community--and its contentE! were 
s imil ar �o issu·e four ' s  : : < anti-war 
reprin ts , music and moviec; reviews , 
and theoreticaf p ieces . The Post ' s  
mi�uscule staff was · more coricern�d . 
with getting a paper out , thari with 
content changes . 
But with i ts ,July issue , ntJml:>,er /S i;X• 
the Pos t Amerikan f.inally .took a 
step toward s i ts long-pro fessed goal 
of being" a c ommun i ty paper:. until 
then , the paper had been loosely 
structured around its one or two 
"editors , _" its artic les haphazard: 
ly sought out among friends and 
acquain tances . But now s teps were 
being taken toward building a co- . 
operative staf f .  , The pap�r •:s .;ficst 
s taf'f recrui ting. meeting was' 
cal led . 
While much of the s taff that arose 
from th is mee ting was still univer­
sity-l inked ( and basically friends 
with �ach other ) , a change was her­
alded in the July issue with an 
ed itorial written - ," from an ex-
edi tor ' s desk " : "This issue- is the . 
�f-i-F-s't.-...one·�comJ?>r-i-sed-·-by-new---aaG---e.u-ti---1 
·- s ide . people; a ·  larger group · than: . ·  
before . "  Hopefully.,·": it i$ . better . 
rounded . - We hope to· keep , it.  ·so �  ;, 
The Po st ' s  m'asthead had changed , and 
the paper cost a dime . I ts mon thly 
issues star ted being put toge ther· 
more consciously , i ts s taff holding 
meetings just to . argue over c 6n t�nt 
and theory • .  I ts cover story , cele­
brating the new look, left campus 
and concerned itse l f  with the form­
ing of a new commun.ity. food co-op . 
' 
i t  would take some time for the paper 
to shed its univers ity image , however .  
For one thing, _ i t  was s till burdened 
with more theory than news . ( I s sue 
seven contained , though , perhaps the 
firs.t real Post-,style loc al s tory : 
a repor t of an adul t books tore raid 
wr itten by paper newcomer Mark S ilver� 
s tein i who wo uld become one o f  the ' 
paper ' s  most visible repc:>i:ters . )  The 
s taff was new and unus ea:�''t"b'>putting 
together a real monthly community 
paper. 
But it was on its way . I 
--D . Colt ( reprinted from P�A, vol .  6 ;  
# 1 ,  with revis ions by B il l  Sherman ) ' 
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LEFTY FOLLIES VARIETY SHOW I 
It's time once again for the Annual Lefty Follie� 
Variety Show and Harvest Moon Dance. This · 
years' gala will be held on November 5, 1 994, at 
7:00 p.m. with the dance to follow. As always, 
participants will detemiine which of the two 
categories they wish to. be judged in, talent or talent 
impaired. We have done away with the entry fee, 
instead everyone attendil1g and/or participating Win 
need to purchase a ticket� $5.00 for the entire 
evenings festivities. If you'd like to be in_ the show 
just· complete the form below and mail it to Voice 
for Choice, P.O. Box 905, Bloomington, IL 6 1 702-
0905. Entry forms must be received by Nov. 1 ,  
1 994. 
Yes I want to participate in the Follies! 
Name of Act:._·---�--------
Your Name: -----------�-
Telephone #: ------------
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I Category: 
I 
,1 
g 
__ Talent __ Talent impaired I I 
I 
I 
. i  
n 
. m  
• 
I 
I 
(Talent acts should be no longer than 1 5  minutes, 
talent impaired acts should be no longer than 1 0  
minutes) 
Will you need any special equipment? If so, what? 
(we will try to accommodate your needs but have 
limited resources, so unfortunately we can't promise 
anything except a tape player and access to a 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
E 
I piano). . . . . , . . . . . _ . ·.-'. D�·��.;y�!;.J.� u--:,_,,, }. .. .  :i.�-' ... � ,.. .'-�·> _ _h,_,. "'._ .. r • .-.: 'l....i .,odJ ..i •  . - - · ·-'"·' I 
Mail this form to Voice f�� Choice, PJ{l3ox 965; 
Bloomington, IL, 6 1 702-0905. We will call you to 
arrange a rehearsal time for your act on Nov. 5 .  
All proceeds from' this event go to benefit Voice for 
Choice and the Rape Crisis Center. · 
I 
I 
I 
g 
a 
I 
g 
I 
This is a safe space. I 
�---------� -----------� 
Ariti-choicers have announced plans to boycott the 
French manufacture� of the abortion pill RU-486 
�d its U.S. subsidiaries who are arranging to bring 
the pili into the U.S, The groups targeted by the 
boycott are Roussel Uclaf, Hoechst AG, and two 
U.S. companies, Hoechst Roussel, a drug company, 
and Hoechst Celanse, a chemical company. 
The four companies sell a variety of 
products including prescription medicines, 
polyesters, and bulk chemicals that U.S. 
manufacturers use to make other products such as 
detergents. 
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The anti-choicers have not come out with a 
product list yet, but said they will release one soon 
that will be broadcast by "pastors who will, yes, 
stand up in the pulpits to §ay these companies are 
responsible for bringing the death pill to America," 
said Southern Baptist convention officer James 
Smith . .  
Source: Off Our. Backs 
Los Angeles artist and social critic Ed 
Massey has rented vacant storefronts: in 
Washington, D.C., Los Angeles, Chicago, New 
York and Miami, in which he created a rape sceife'" 
- he entitled Morality/Mortality. The scene de,picts a ·  
partially clothed woman crawling toward. the· · 
window, her clothes strewn about her in the 
apparent aftermath of a rape, and two naked nien · · 
hung from the.ceiling from ropes tied around their 
genitals. The artist's note on the work states that: 
"The frequent and undeniable horror of sexual 
assault dictates that the sculpture be exhibited 
boldly, forthrightly, arid without apology . . .  Few 
people outside law enforcement officers ever see 
the immediate aftermath of a sexual assault." He 
said that the scene could be interpreted as a revenge 
fantasy in the woman's mind or as a way to raise the 
issue of what should be done with sexual 
predators." 
The display was largely funded by Peg " ' 
Y orkin, a Los Angeles feminist activist who gave 
$ 1 0  million to the Feminist Majority Foundation in 
1 99 1 .  
There were protests over the exhibit in Santa 
Monica by a group of neighborhood residents. The. 
Was_hington D.C. display was vandalized by 
someone who spray painted the part of th� window . ?.� -�"•e.zd' o " '  '"""'"l ; 'J" ; ' .. ,,j, !£ ""'rn�1;;>1 1  HF"'l \;A m 1rorW·oeme rnen'ori y,· eavmg trrewom�ursu · · 
visible. As Kirsten Swisher, a Georgetown 
university law student commented, "It is interesting 
that they left the victimization of the woman 
exposed." 
Source: Off Our Backs 
FAMILY PLANNING IN ZIMBABWE . 
Zimbabwe is a leader among African 
nations in the area of contraception. Using civil 
servants as missionaries of family planning the 
government works to distribute contraceptives and 
family planning information� 
In Zimbabwe the number of children women 
bear over their lifetime has declined, slightly, but 
steadily. As a result, the bottom line - the growth of 
the population - has slowed ftom catastrophic to 
dreadful. 
The country even has a small new export 
· industry: it sells wooden penises to family 
planning programs in other African countries for 
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use pills although, many are now switching over to 
injections of Depo Provera every three months; the 
Governme_nt is also promoting condorri use to 
contain a ravaging AIDS epidemic. Contraceptives 
are free to low-income families, which means 
_almost everyone in rural arel_ls. _ . 
The rTI.ost o'titspQ,ken critic ofZ:iinb�bwe's 
family planning efforts is _the church, 'tn� Roman 
Catholic chur¢h. In August, the coun�ry's,bishops 
issued a pastoral letter to . all bdievep; ,denoyµcing 
the population conference In Cairo. · · · 
The church in Zimbabwe has set up a 
counter program to encourage "natural family 
planning," meaning timing sex to avoid the period 
of ovulation, This alternative is sold partly with the 
claim that it en�bles parents to choose the gender of 
their baqy with certainty - a.p.ror:n.ise experts say is 
VerY, Il{js·l,easJiri_g �u(yery attn�ctive in a, �ociety . 
�here·m.�i.e' childt�ri �r(s�ill p(izeq,�, -. . . ' .. :., i •• · • 
Source': 'New York.Times ·./ ·• /, · · · • '--' ' ' ·  '
 · ' 
· � JL-"'IJ :::;r; ; .s1.:1rn/·_ 
Abortion providers in Pennsylvania have found il 
way around that state's attempt to restrict access to 
abortion. The state requires that "informed 
consent" be given by women prior to an abortion, 
this means that any woman choosing an abortion . 
must listen to information mandated by the state on 
fe'fal 'dgveloplp.ent and·pregtiartcy· Qpti9ns: Clinics 
in Penns'ylvarifa ire' r#ovfdin1ftHi§JtifMiri�iiod via' 
taped message o\ieflhe· tele�t\'Sri1if1 1\.!fitf2hffcfi'cefs�1 
demonstrating the proper use ofd0ilff8fus. "'o::iw5[1[ 
The program's modest suc�ess ·has come -
.despite strong and loud opposit�on from the Roman 
Catholic Chµrch, despite a budget squeezed by an 
economic austerity program and despite critics in · 
the male-dominated Parliament, in which the 
typical member has seven ·child�en:. Zii:nb!i�we's · 
aggressivepilrsuW' ofsmatrer-'filnlne�rig; af Pflfe"More 
striking given that until independence in 1 980, the 
party of Robert Mugabe, .riow President, opposed 
birth control programs as a white plot, a form of 
genocide. 
In 1 980 the average woman in Zimbabwe 
had 6.7 childr;en. By 1 988 36% ofZim.babwe's ' c''1 
, , _ , y,,_ -'; /"f A{ � women were using contraceptives:'''M<)st'women 
are furious since their ·intent'�iiii' th.is legis'fatlon · : ' 
was to require women to make two trips to the 
clinic, thereby making abortion an even more 
difficult choice. So far there is no word on whether 
-or not the state's Attorney General will interpret the 
law to mean that the information must be delivered 
in person. 
Source: New York Times 
CATHOLIC MEN AND WOMEN'S RIGHTS ' � 
After listening to the NPR stories about the 
population conference in Cairo, listening to various 
and sundry priests, bishops and cardinals insist that 
the patriarchal Catholic Church has the right to 
control women's lives, we are moved to speak. 
It has occurred to us that, those men who are 
members of the Catholic Church, who claim to care 
about women's rights, including reproductive rights, 
should be doing something. Unfortunately we don't 
see it. We know many men who are Catholic, say 
they are pro-choice, say they believe in women's 
rights, and yet they continue to go to mass every 
week, contribute their dollars towards a patriarchy 
that oppresses women in the church (and actively 
. seeks to expand that oppression to women 
everywhere) while exploiting their l�bor in an effort 
to keep the church running smoothly. Within the 
Catholic Church women are good enough to do the 
· w�rk but are not equal, not considered among the 
chosen, and are ds:nied positions of influence and 
power. 
Catholic men who truly believe·in a 
woman's right to choose, who truly believe that · 
women are equal would seem to have two choices. 
Leave the church, or fight from within it. · 
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Unfortunately most do neither, thereby reinforcing 
the patriarchy arid oppression of women through 
their silence and inactivity. 
Men who truly care about women will fight for 
women's rights within the church as well. Any man 
not willing tO actively fight is our oppressor. 
On. May 27, Justice Clarence Thomas hosted 
and officiated the marriage of misogynist talk-show 
host Rush Limbaugh to Marta Fiszgerald. The fact 
that Thomas would affiliate publicly with the likes 
of the "cpmbatively conservative" Limbaugh is · 
reminiscent of how the justice's confirmation ordeal 
with Anima Hill still governs his friendships and 
· loyalties. · · 
Perhaps his close friendship with overtly 
sexist and homophobic Limbaugh 'also.alludes to 
what many femillists have tho'ught all along: 
Anima told the truth. , · · · 
CHRISTIAN COALITION MEMBER RUNS 
FOR COUNTY BOARD 
Well they've done it again. Those wacky 
kids from the religious right have another candidate 
running in a local election. This time they receiyed 
the help oft��,R,ep�l;>ii?,')-I.\��ftX: .:Trfi,�ep}l?Ji£�14· 
Partv slated Ch;,ist'ian.Coalitinn member.Lee . .  �e��,��·�t�·.��� r�:�M'.�.· '.����.ch��ty 1B��rd. . : �1�.; t: 1 . �JiJJ=.lIT1H _:Ji , r.J.· "- ' ::J ".: · · .  
Newcom claims that his religious beliefs have . 
nothing t�,d� with his desire to run for office. We . · sincerely doubt that since the Christian Coalition 
has stated the taking over of local and state 
governments as one of their goals. 
. 
.Dave Keim is running against Newcom on · 
the� fJrllJEBH'H!F �hS�thrJS.#:roJ� �J'F9.5SR9:ifi�·li;oiq'(1 
"i;ea�omi,b,htr, l;lruh\1!).�1J!g\!!1�;ffi(l!1� ;:W: .e,engoµragt;·" :' , 
·those-of you Jiving in this district to help elect Dave 
Keim, if not we're all going to be real sorry. Don't , 
forget, the Christian ,Coalition ran a candidate for 
Normal City Council last year, he was defeated. 
Jim Fischer ran for Unit 5 School Board and won, 
he ·i��l�?iblGs:/h�_is,tian Coalition member. 
n:>mtRon'.1)MP.%tr�R�Y,P.O·dy-..eJse,to preserv: Y01lfcf�A�?ts,,, !f ¥RP0fe ;no�.il]f1�aqXo,�P-�1}g ;�01?1-�thmg,_ 
get off your ass, and get;�usy, :t�e Jest9Kus��r�. ,, . · 
getting tired of protecting your rights. · 
ELECTION NEWS 
Well we already mentioned thanhe 
Republican Party slated a Christian Coalition 
member to run for the county board. 
Maybe we ought to mention who the anti-choice 
and pro-choice candidates are. First there is Bill 
Brady. Unfortunately he is running unopposed. 
. Karen Schmidt, a strong proponent of women's 
rights, choice, health care reform, election reform 
and education is running against Dan Rl,ltherford in 
the 87th House District race. Dan courted the 
Christian Coalition two years agb and now he's 
trying it again. Karen has received1he endorsement 
of NOW, Americans for Democratic Action, 
Personal PAC, and the McLean County Human 
Rights Coalition. Her opponent is typicaliy 
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endorsed by business. According to the.Campaign 
for Better Healthcare in Champaign, Rutherford has 
a horrible record oq healthcar� and in fact the only 
group that supports him is the Illinois Health Care 
Association, a group of nursing home owners. Dan 
has also voted against the anti-strike breaker 
legislation, pay equity, the reasonable woman 
standard in cases of sexual harassment (most 
Republican �omen in the House voted for this, Dan 
didn't care), he voted in favor of the presumption of 
joint custody bill (everi though the women in his 
party and domestic violence groups around the state 
opposea it, Dan didn't care). He has voted against 
higher worker safety standards and most other labor 
and woman related bills. 
Karen Schmidt is pro-choice, she is an 
educiitor, a.'fttll tin;ie,p,rgfess�� of �ibr�ry, , , ,  , ,  . �. ,  AqfllipMfmtiw\i\li\ \fu!Jb?.f. �rffnih!h'� Q\f���f..wi � i 
Acquisitions for the U .of I Library. In this capacity 
she supervises 30 employees and manages a 7 
million d�llar budget. Karen is married, her 
husband is an attorney, they have a son, Jacob. 
Karen entered the race becaus� she was frustrated 
with her representation in the Illinois House and she 
is very concerned about education in Illinois. 
Karen Schmidt believes that too many 
elected officials have forgotten that the point of 
elected office is public service, not political gain. 
To that end she is running a grassroots campaign 
focused on issues. Unfortunately local news media 
here and in Pontiac have ignored press releases sent 
and continue to find any way to print her opponents 
name. According to the FCC, equal time does not 
apply to print media. 
If you would like to send a donation or 
volunteer for Karen's campaign please call 828-
3 1 08 or stop by Democratic Party Headquarters on 
Front St. in Bloomington. 
Paul Alexander, Democrat, is running 
against Tom Ewing for the 1 5th Congressional 
. District. Alexander is a former aide to 
Congressman George Sangmeister (don't fear J.>aul 
is much more liberal). Paul is pro-choice, Ewing is 
anti-choice. Paul supports healthcare reform, up 
·: , 
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until this election year Ewing denied there was a 
problem. Paul will support legislation dealing with 
civil rights, human rights and women's rights. He 
supports the Brady BilL(Ewing opposed it). The 
only choice �ere is Paul Alexander for Congress. 
In other state races Voice for Choice wants 
you to know that, although he claims to be pro­
choice, in the past year Jim Edgar has sabotaged a 
number of pro-choice efforts, induding having pro­
choice hills stalled in committee to avoid having to 
sign them in an election year. He supports parental 
notification and has inappropriately intervened in 
issues involving children, their adoptive parents and 
their birth parents. · 
· Dawn Clark Netsch is the stronger of the 
two eandidates for governor on the issue of choice. ' 
Netsch h�s a strong pro"choice, pro-labor, pro� 
healthcare reform and pro-education voting record 
while in the Illinois House. As comptroller she has 
continued to confront Illinois' budget problems 
when no one else would mention them, including 
budget shortfalls, late payments and pension fund 
problems. 
Al Hofeld is running for Attorney General 
on the Democratic ticket. Hofeld is the only pro­
choice candidate in this race. His opponent, Ryan, 
a prosecutor out of Chicago, is presenting the office 
as a tough crime fighting office, this view of the 
Attorney General's office is fairly narrow. The 
issue of choice is important in this race as it is the 
Attorney General's office that enforces Jaws such as 
clinic access, parental notification, etc . . .  We need a 
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pro-choice Attorney Ge.neral and Al Hofeld is a 
long time member of the Illinois Pro-Choice 
Alliance. 
For Secretary of State, Patrick Quinn is the 
pro-choice candidate. While choice is not directly 
impacted by this office, this office is used as a 
springboard to higher offices. With that in mind we 
should remember that a pro-choice Secretary of 
State may someday be a candidate for Governor. 
George Ryan, the Republican incumbent is anti­
choice and had a deplorable voting record on 
women's rights while he served in the Illinois · 
legislature. 
Earleen Collins is running for Comptroller. 
Senator Collins has been a strong advocate for / 
repr_oductive rights while in the Illinois. Senate, her 
opponent, Didrickson, has not been a strong 
advocate in the area of human women's rights or 
human rights. .  Senator Collins has a long history of 
advocating on behalf of the rights of all people, her 
opponent does not. If elected, Earleen Collins will 
be the first African American woman elected to a 
Constitutional office in Illinois. 
In the race for state Treasurer, Nancy Drew 
Sheehan, Democrat, has it hands· down in the areas 
of women's rights, and advocating for human rights. 
Her opponent, Judy Baar Topinlc� is a dynamic 
speaker but has done nothing as far as we. can tell to 
further the cause of women's equality, 
· Now you may have noticed that several of­
the. offices we've mentioned seem to have little if 
anything to do with women's rights, reproductive 
rights, human rights, healthcare, education. You're 
right. However, it seems to us that, since these 
offices usually lead to higher office, it is important 
to recognize candidates with proven records in the 
area of human rights and to.elect them to office of 
influence, even ifthat influence is indirect. Too 
often we ignore issues important to us in electing a 
candidate because the issue may not seem related. 
However, as we have seen time and time again, 
incumbency is difficult to challenge and once an 
individual is elected their campaign war chest 
grows. It becomes increasingly difficult to beat 
them regardless of the office they seek. By electing 
pro-choice, pro-woman candidates in every office 
we do ourselves and o\Jr children a big favor. 
Researchers at the Harvard School of Public . , 
Health and the Center for Health Policy Studies i_n 
Washington, D.C., have released the findings ofa 
recent study. According to the study, 20% of 
Americans have been attracted to someone of the 
same sex at some time since age 1 5 .  
The study found that between 6.2% and 
20.8% of men and 3 .3% and 1 7.8% of women 
could be considered 11il¥tidentally. homosexuaL" 
The higher numbers are based on reported 
homosexual behavior or attraction since age 1 5 .  
The lower estimates are based on reported same-sex 
sexual behavior during the previous five years. 
"Our perspective is that sexual orientation 
isn't just a yes-no, heterosexual-homosexual 
(question), said David Wypij, a Harvard statistician 
and co-author of the study. "I think in most 
individuals. there is some sort of range. You may be 
more heterosexuaVyou may be more homosexual." 
The study is the first national study to look 
at the question of homosexual attraction. -�,,,:� 
Source : JET 
A new study gives preliminary indication 
that women electrical workers face a significantly 
higher risk of c.ontracting and dying from breast 
cap.cer than wome{lwho wbrk)n other fields. Long 
tei:m exposure to electrom:agnetic fields from 
eJ,ectrl<;,�l an� �l�Rbone.,��ch�ge �uiP,�ent is the:> 
' 
> ,. ' " •-:; ; 
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suspected cause. Electromagnetic fields are small 
waves of radiation which are emitted from an 
electric current. However, the author of the study, 
Dana Loomis from the Universtiy of North 
Carolina, cautions that further research needs to be 
completed to make the connection more clear. 
A potential explanation is the factthat · 
electromagnetic fields stunt the brain's production 
of melatonin, a hormone. When melatonin levels 
fall, the body's output of the hormone estrogen 
rises. High levels of estrogen is o_ne suggested risk 
factor behind breast cancer. Another possible 
explanation is exposure to polychlorinated 
biphenyls (PCBs ), a type of carcinogenic-chemical 
which used to used in electrical insulation. 
Women working as telephone installers, 
repairers and line workers, and as electricians and 
electrical engineers face a 28%-75% (depending on 
the level of exposure in the job) greater risk of 
coming down_ with bre·ast cancer. Some non­
electrical jobs, such as keyboard data enterers, 
computer equipment. operators and programmers, 
and telephone operators - fields whose workers are 
pregominantly female - also expose the workers to 
small electromagnetic fields. These women do not 
face an increased risk, accord�ng to the study, 
because the leyels of radiation are not as inte{lse as 
the exposure received by electrical workers. 
No recommendations have been made yet 
about how to protect electrical workerirat risk, until 
more research has been done to pinpoint the cause. " 
But women are definitely keeping their eye on this 
statistic and plan to push the research into high-
gear. "We want the research on this accelerated 
because there's no time to waste," emphasizes 
Marcia Love; a representative of the 
Communications Workers. of America. 
Source: Off Our Backs. 
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In Pensacola, Flodda, a'j�die' lias 'agreect'io' 
let Paul J. Hill, the man accused of killing a doctor 
and his escort outside a Pensacola abortion clinic, 
represent himself in court on Federal charges. 
Judge Roger Vinson of Federal District 
Court said that he would allow Hill to-represent 
himself in an Oct. 3 trial on charges of violating 
laws on firearms and tne protection of abortion 
cilnics. 
The judge barred Hill and.lawyers from 
speaking to the news media about the case, saying 
that pretrial publicity could bias potential jurors. In 
addition, he said he would sequester the jury. 
Hillis charged in the July 29 shooting of Dr. 
John B. Britton and his escort, James H. Barrett, 
outside a Pensacola abortion clinic. June Barrett 
was wounded in the shooting. 
Hill also faces trial on Jan. 30 in state court 
on charges of murder, attempted murder and 
s.hootirig into an occupied vehicle. 
Although Hill will defend himself in Federal 
court, Judge Vinson appointed a feq�]fi.L,Qublic 
defender, Roderick Vereen, to advi-se hi��-�ir.' 
Vereen had been Hill's defense lawyer, but 
withdrew after Hill r�jected a olan to offer an 
• insanity defense. 
Before he withdrew as Hill's lawyer, Vereen 
asked Judge Vinson to dismiss the Federal charges, 
saying Congress lacked the authority to pass the 
clinic protection law, the Freedom of Access to 
Clinic Entrances Act, because the violence at 
abortion clinics could not be considered interstate 
commerce. Judge Vinson dismissed that motion. -
Sourne: • 'New York Times �' 
A week after Mayor Richard Riordan 
declared a state of emergency in L.A. to allow 
needle exchanges to take place, the police said they ' 
were forced to arrest three people for illegally 
distributing clean syringes after neighborhood 
groups place them under citizens arrest. 
Mayor Riordan's state of emergency was 
intended to bypass a state law outlawing drug . 
paraphernalia by instructing police officers to make 
enforcement Of the law a low priority. But a dozen 
members of several Hollywood neighborhood 
groups placed three needle distributors under 
citizens' arrest and the police had no choice but to 
arrest them. 
T,he three, members of a group called Clean 
Needles Now, were booked for investigation of 
posses�ion of a hypodermic. needle and were later' 
released. They were ordered to appear in court on 
Oct. 5. The police confiscated about 1 00 syringes. · 
Members of Clean Needles Now vowed to 
continue distributing the needles in an effort to 
limit the spread of the AIDS virus.- The · 
neighborhood groups said the exchanges were 
attracting derelicts. Apparently if you live in 
Hollywood it is better to have people dying in the 
streets than exchanging needles. 
Source: New York Times 
Christian Coalition candidate Allen Quist, who 
sought the GOP nomination for governor in 
Minnesota lost in his bid. Despite this defeat, 
members of the Coalition were upbeat at their 
recent convention. "We are seeing the Christian 
Coalition rise to where God intends it to be in this 
nation - as one of the most powerful political forces 
in the history of America," said founder Pat 
Robertson. 
Other prominent names attending the 
convention were William Bennett, Elizabeth Dole 
and Phil Gramm. ' ' · · -
The Coalition announced that, for tax 
reasons, it cannot endorse candidates but it will be 
holding "Citizenship Sundays" on Sept. 25 and Oct. 
2 at 60,000 participating churches in an attempt to 
registt?r one !Uillion voters. 
The Times even quoted Lee Newcom of 
Bl2J�f11inl?}9,n, !� (�?P }t<i;n,emb�r, ��e county ,board , � Candida1e t"h,v.t "· . i r  - ' 'n ·1·"'7crr, ru• 1·· ·'p ri0 <v1v1 ·1n•"l i 1 s "  • a says 1s re 1g10us·ue 1e s· 11ave· · · · · · · '  
nothing to do with his seeking office) According to 
the Times Newcom lead an 82 member delegation 
from Illinois to the conference. He encouraged 
them to take part in workshops to discuss how to 
make practical political gains atthe local level. 
Source: New York Times · ' " '  ' '  
"I 'm not registered to 
vote because voting 
is a waste of time. " 
Yes, it's hard to vote for politicians who 
are less than ideal. Yes, there are a lot 
of politicians who are up for sale to 
the highest bid9er. But if you don't 
vote, someone else will. · 
And "somepne else" is the rich and 
powerful who profit the most from the 
Reagan/Bush administrations. They're all 
registered, and they will·vote. 
While most of the working class is catching 
hell trying to put food on our families' 
tables, the rich and powerful are finding 
new ways to screw us. ' 
Protesting against unfair, corrupt politics 
by not voting is like protesting against 
unfair job conditions by staying 
home. You only hurt yourself. ' · . , . 
Register. And vote. 
'<. " } ' : ' .  · · ;.;:' 
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lf [iiJre t8Seai1J1:1Si ©tr ��" W'faB!l1le 
Carn�yl!'l Cllu.11l!e 
for some l)d d  reason, I ' m  c:aptivated by white 
uasi1 novels; Flanrn:ry OConnor's short stories and 
Doroth'v Allison\ Bastard out of North Ca rolina 
are great exam pies or rhis genre. 
Carolyn Chute's novel doesn ' t  let me down. 
' • ? _, 
Earlens;f;'gqH�r.1�5'.:Y.._h:rgs� �i�h .ner qaddy in a p lain­
o ranch house in Egypt, Maine. From their p icture 
window they.can see the exploits of their despised 
neighbors, the Beans. The Beans are your 
stereotypical white trash - the men are gun toting 
bullies, while the women are always barefoot and 
always pregnant. Egypt is just crawling with 
Beans. 
iT.i.r}<Jd \(;du. e;�. '"'.}i;,_·_ t t :z �:10�_'1. ijfi��·z t.W_ <•. , '1l)_ ... _ . .  l ttff;1� --.'_1��-r.1·1c;.u
_i u_: '. Earlene, who,on�e :SP,.UJ;ll}!:?ii:,tpe, jj,e.9n, s W).�y qt ue, . 
becomes ine�plicably' d�awn to their ways, and . 
0ver a course of heartbreaking events, finds that 
she has more in common with them than she'd like 
to admit. 
A movie version of this book is expected to be 
released in October, starring Martha Plimpton as 
Earlene Pomerleau. 
Coffee WiH Make You Black 
April Sinclair 
You know that saying; "don't judge a book by it's 
cover", well, I do. I first fell in love with this books 
cover, then with the story's entertaining main 
character, Jean "Stevie" Stevenson. 
The story places Stevie in Chicago's Southside in 
the mid to late 60s. Stevie is basically a bookworm 
who aspires to be a cool /  tough chick like her 
classmate, Carla Perkins. Stevie and Carla's 
hilarious coming of age experiences take place 
during the novers 5 year span - from the spring of 
1965 to the spring of 1970. 
April Sinclair writes honestly about such topics as 
first periods, crushes, and family ordeals. But she 
also adds interesting historic events like the Black 
Power movement and Stevie' s  realization that 
"black is beautiful !"  all from the perspective of a 
smart, funny and sometimes confused adolescent 
character. This book is both a history lesson and 
entertaining story all wrapped up in a great 
package. 
' � ' ' 
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llJJ1J1:1({!]err§ttaicru[JI lrth�§ 
neney 1fell"Val!IC>IJ1l 
T really liked the angle the author took in narrating 
this account of everyday l ife in Inner city, U.S.A.  
Each chapter is told from the point of view of 
several �ain characters. Th is,_changes constantly 
tnroughou' the bonk. allowint; the reader tc iook 
m,,1de eac i1 characte;· s mine! as tnev deal 'vV itJ-> ih � 
depressin g realities or life in South Central L .A.  
The ston· ren1lves arou nd two cha racters, ·Francois 
anL; his girl frienu., ivi a rgqt. l3ofr, senw:-s ac Bolt 
�-- li�b the.v arc rely1ng on their indjvio ual ta1en�s 
tu take therrl fa:- a\,vay h\)111 their 'hocc: .  }hey soon 
reai1ze that tneir destiny j,, .::ontro;1e.:l 
c ircumstances oeyond their reacl-c in a vvorld of 
oe�oa1r anJ crin1e, T �rv .. alon gi\,-e� u::; chara crer.c 
struggling to,. integrity and seit-respect dt'sp ite aL 
o d o s  . .  
1rlhle lBSeedlml lfrcees, 
IBarbai!l"a �i111Jgs1C>hre�" 
Taylor Greer grevv up poor in rural Kentucky with 
two goals: to avoid pregnancy and to get away. 
She succeeds in both when she finally buys a car 
and heads out West after graduating. Motherhood 
catches up to her shortly, when, by an odd set of 
circumstances, she becomes the guardian of an 
abandoned girl, she affectionately calls Turtle. 
Taylor eventually settles in Tucson, Arizona, 
where she and Turtle become part of an eclectic 
circle of friends. 
Turtle, who in her young life, has had more than 
her share 9f pain, bExomes a healing force in all of 
their lives. This kid is so cute, I actually wish she'd 
come alive so I could give her a big 'ole hug. 
This is an optimistic, warm and funny novel about 
love and friendship, abandonment and belonging 
and the joy of finding simple treasures in the most 
unexpected places. 
Pigs in Heave!l11 
Barbara Kingsolver 
Taylor and Turtle's saga continues in Barbara 
Kingsolver's Pigs in Heaven. Turtle, now 6, 
witnesses a freak accident during a vacation at 
Hoover Dam. The result of her heroism and 
ensuing national exposure, attempts to drastically 
change the course of her life, when a lawyer from 
the Cherokee Nation discovers Turtle was illegally 
adopted. 
Fearing the Nation will take Turtle away, Taylor 
leaves Tuscou,and her cool boyfriend, Jax, and 
" �  "J . - . 
· goes on the lam. "'fl:Yey meet up with her mother, 
· Alice, and a barbie doll wanna-be (appropriately 
named Barbie), in Las Vegas. 
Alice d;cides to depart the group and visit her 
cousin in Heaven, Oklahoma which, conveniently 
happens to be near the headquarters of the 
Cherokee nation, and home of the pursuing 
lawyer, Annawake Fourkiller. 
Alice's interactions with members of the Cherokee 
nation lead her to some startling discoveries about 
her own ancestry, Turtle's, and the ties that bind · -;a� .. q;i.em together'? 
Barbara Kingsolver gives us another 
heartbreaking, yet compromising novel about the 
lengths we go for that thing called love. 
lf�(E) iN®V©LIMtlfi@mi ©V BJit��® i:GlotrD:!li 
lllli�ll1ld�(f'; �c:::Cr<01ry !Bl@yit1 
Another 12:rec: r cover, another interesting literary 
corr.posiri c;' '.'1 this nove l ,  Bianche f'vkCrary Bcyc1 
tells th'.:· stc�,- :.:f Ellen Burns, a nroauct oi J 
dvstunct1om,l l 960s southern tami ly . 
! .:·ah there ·) YO'..ll' usual romance. sex, cJ1ildh;100 
stcni::s and c,�i f-destruction, but what really seb 
this book apart is the way Boyd presents the story. 
After l rmished reading the first chapter, I knew 
the begmrnng, end and whole plot . What's next, I 
asked myself. 
I was delighted with the results. Each chapter told 
the cbmplete story about a significant event in 
,, Ellen's life, from start to finish and how that one 
event affected her whole life. It also described 
how she came to terms with them. 
Hey - put down that wallet! 
All of these books are free - at your local library. If 
it's not in, or not in the collection, put it on inter­
library loan or reserve, 'kay? You've got to eat to.o 
ya know. . . . . __ , , -. . .  '� J.nchcqrrg 21 .1I cOO.t11o 1::;rl:j1rl Pl bI;�i yiLtH.�C.'..; ·'::J:-;:,ffii;J 
-towandq.! 
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Join the TV Nation - A  Fun Show 
If there's one mark of contemporary American 
unity, it's our allegiance to the electronic video 
box, which, even with all its myriad cable 
variations, draws us together. 
Television has always been a "friendly" 
medium, worming its way into our hearts, 
homes and habits. Yet for all its familiarity, we 
still view the tube with a certain cynical 
contempt, knowing it rarely delivers its 
promises. 
Take that cynical tinge, mix it with familiarity, 
and you've got the winning ingredient for 
Michael Moore's new show, "TV Nation." 
Moore, a Flint, Michigan native, is famous for 
his independent film "Roger and Me," a one­
man quest searching for General Motor's 
chairman Roger Smith, seeking answers to 
Flint's industrial destruction. 
Former underground journalist Moore brings 
that same tongue-in-cheek, wink to the viewer 
familiarity �o television, with hilarious results. 
It's a mad mix of Charles Kuralt's neighborly 
friendliness with Hunter Thompson'. s ragged 
edge. 
Here's a guy we've seen in every neighborhood, 
in his trademark ragged 90s everyman outfit, 
Detroit Tigers ballcap, floppy sneakers and 
ample army surplus field jacket, asking life's 
most important questions on prime time. 
Can the chairman of Ford Motor change his 
own car's oil? Have white Bronco sales soared 
in post-0.J. L.A.? Is Bill Clinton really the "Man 
from Hope," or a product of party town Hot 
Springs, Arkans�s? " ;-J  
TV Nation quickly sets its mood; opening 
segments are a kaleidoscope of familiar TV 
images, from 50s commercials to the Kennedy 
assassination to Vietnam air strikes. .These 
sometimes nostalgic views are the viewer's 
passwords, stylized images from another era that 
mark membership in the TV nation. 
The real charm is Moore,· friendly, out-going, 
and like all great comics, the target of his own 
humor. Moore's show gets its zing by including 
the viewer, along with himself, in the camera's 
power. 
Moore gathers his responses, not just through 
his own charm, but because there's a camera 
trailing. Television is our intimate exchange, 
and Moore uses this, letting everyone 
participate, almost saying, "Hey folks, look at 
me. I can do this, you can too!" These 
techniques gather great natural interviews, real­
life vignettes that are fun and character 
revealing. 
Moore's progressive politics are present, but not 
in a weighty, serious way. "Health Care 
Olympics," based on last winter's international 
sports fever, featured medical Team USA 
competing against Team Cuba and Team 
Canada. The race was on to see who could 
deliver the best health care the quickest and 
cheapest. Bob Costas provide the appropriate 
sports chatter, as three foot injuries were closely 
followed. The stakes were close, the health care 
comparable, but Team USA was· sunk in the 
final tabulation. As the Cuban laid smiling on 
his recovery bed with a new leg cast, his charge 
was a big nada. The Canadian had to pay $15 to 
rent crutches. But the Florida hospital's 
accounting wizards crunched their numbers, 
sending the American with a sprained ankle, 
the least serious injury, home for a whopping 
$1§.fllQ: o.e.Nice_tQY, Tean:}l.JSA, but you finished 
· tfordTas�the·scene'fadetf"With Team Canada in 
· their hospital scrubs, waving the Maple Leaf. 
ISU Music Dept. Fall Schedule 
Sunday, October 16 
Symphonic Band 
· Braden Auditorium @ 3:00 pm 
Tuesday, October 18 
Honors Recital 
Kemp Recital Hall @ 3:00 pm 
. Tuesday, October 18 
Paul Borg, Piano 
Kemp Recital Hall @ 8:00 pm 
Saturday, October 22 
Band Day 
$ Hancock Stadium @ 8:00 am 
:, - i.eo · .  
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Sunday, October 23 
ISU Symphony Orchestra & Civic Chorale 
Braden Auditorium @ 3:00 pm 
Monday, October 24 
H.S. Choral Arts & Orchestra Festival Concert 
,_Stroud Auditorium (U-High) @ 7:00 pm 
Tuesday, October 25 
Just Brass 
Kemp Recital Hall @ 8:00 pm . 
Friday, October 28 . 
University Choir & Encore! 
Kemp Recital Hall @ 8:00 pm 
·' ,• 
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Moore tweaks corporate power, but not with 60 
Minutes-type exposes. Instead, its small laughs, 
inside jokes, showing how deeply the corporate 
presence seeps into daily life. A recent evening 
was. "Product Placement Night," poking fun at 
the current scramble to feature .consumer goods 
in film and TV. Moore took long drinks from 
popular beverages, turning the can to show the 
label, winking at the viewer. In later interviews 
he was holding a box of Potato Buds. It was a 
non-sequitur expose of the corporate game, just 
enough to make you think twice when certain 
beverages are downed on screen. 
· 
Another segment found him roaming the 
Capital's halls, giving donations, seeking favor 
for important legislation -- a bill for a "TV 
Nation Day" national holiday. Funny, plus 
good insight qn how corporate lobbyists control 
the political agenda. · 
Will General Electric allow Michael Moore to 
continue filling subsidiary NBC's airwaves 
every Tuesday night? Hard to say, as the show is 
limited to seven sessions. It might be another 
rare flash in the pan of TV brilliance. 
Sustaining such an involved hour would be 
hard work, but certainly a riveting and hilarious 
half-hour show is possible. For as long as NBC 
and GE tolerate Moore, tune in for some laughs, 
particularly at corporate America's expense; and 
join the TV Nation. . ·  :. "  . : :  : , ',:, :;·"' ; .  
Michael G. Matejka 
* reprinted with permission from: 
Livingston and McLean Counties 
Union News 
P.O. Box 3248 
<,·,J?.. �o,Qrti?Jgtwz,;,Il.o 617fiib3'24.8"· : ( ; !  '- " � · '  
(309) 827-3934 . 
Saturday, October 29 
Bandarama 
$ Braden Auditorium @ 7:30 pm 
Sunday, October 30 
Concert Choir & Madrigals 
St. John's Lutheran Church @ 3:00 pm 
Monday, October 31 
Halloween Concert ISU Jazz Band 
Kemp Recital Hall @ 1 1:00 pm 
$= admission charge 
for more information, please contact the ISU 
known as Prince 
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Son om 
'J']ood Fired C<Jiforni.a Pizza and Pasta 
Sonoma Cucina 
Brandtville Center 
Veterans Parkway & Rt. 150 
Bloomington, IL 
Hours: Monday-Thursday l lam-lOpm 
Friday & Saturday llam-l lpm 
Sunday l lam-9pm 
· 
Sonoma Cucina's wood fired California pizza 
anct;pasta.;ptQyide; Bloomington-Normal vegans 
(q.nd veggies) with a much needed dining 
alternative. -
Pizza's are available without cheese (It even says 
so right there on the menu.)  And unlike other 
pizza places, there are many exotic combinations 
to choose from. The "Sun Dried Tomatoes:· 
·pizza contains olive. oil, gr.illedr:onion:s, basil, 
•. ,;.;pLne:·Dµ�§, ygJ!<ilW; ,qDELrnd;pepp;eJS; artd fresh 
avacacfo. If you prefer a p�:�;ua.with sauce, the 
"Primavera" pizza is covered in marinara sauce 
and topped with spinach, grilled onions, 
julienned red peppers, broccoli, and sun-dried 
tomatoes. The "Chili Relleno" adds a Mexican 
flair to pizza with its green chilies, white corn, 
salsa, slivered scallions, and cilantro. These 
pizzas of course are available with cheese and 
animal flesh for y�ili��ct0�0v0Si.antJl£ii.r·Fti#�tes 
out there. � LO f -\ \_9, ! \?'.If.' 
Answers to ['1 U IZ 
Score lpt. for each correct answe.r. 
(21 possible points. )  
1 ) .  b. 
2). Bill Flitkl : , • 
3). bitch 
4). d. 
5). b . , .- - ; -
6). Mary Williams 
7). c. 
8) . a. 
9). b.  
11} My Place 
12). c. 
13) .  a. 
14)'> tk 
· 15). Pontiac . · 1 • 
16) .  pot smoking 
1 7) .  a. . 
18) .  c. 
19) c .  
20). c .  1,0) d .  Bonus: April 3, 1972 
14-20+ Damn, you're good. Congratulations! You 
are a frue blue Post Amerikan freak-oid. Isn't it 
amazing that obscure and irrelevant facts can be 
retained in your noggin' while other great 
myste�ies in life like, "where did I leave my keys?" 
go unanswered? 
7�13 Not bad - or mq.ybe just' a few luc;ky guesses? 
In any case/ kudos, you knew more than i initially 
did. 
0-6 o.k. so you didn't do so hot. So what. At least 
,you're reading the PA now. Keep reading al'.d 
you'll be ready for a quiz 200 issues from now. 
· . .  Let's see . . .  6 issues a year . . .  um, thirty-three.years: 
from now you'll be primed and rea,dy. Bett�r: .send 
·for your subscriptions pronto! · � 
· · 
towanda! 
' 
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The 24 pizzas listed on the menu r�nge in price 
from $6:45 to $9.95. The crust is thin and crispy, and while one pizza is probably too much food 
for one person, it is not quite enough for two 
very hungry diners. 
If you are avoiding meat don't look to the soups 
to round out your meal. The black bean soup is 
make with a ham bone and the minestrone 
. from a veal (Ugh!) stock. 1 
While soup may not be an option, vegans can 
safely choose from the pasta selections; the 
noodles are not made with egg. The "Roma' 
Tomato Pasta" with fresh Italian tomatoes, 
garlic, basil and angel hair pasta, is.the only pasta 
listed o.n the menu without cheese or meat. 
However, the manager did tell me that he was 
very willing to cater to customers' special 
requests whenever possible. The salads also 
include �eat and / or cheese, but I'm sure. with 
some negotiating they could become a 
satisfactory meal for vegans and veggies. 
Fruit spritzers and smoothies, espresso drinks 
and a good selection of wine and beer round out 
the menu. There are not many (actually not 
any) dessert items available for those who 
consume no animal products. But perhaps a 
creative vegan out ther,e may see an option I 've 
overlooked.  Drop me a line at the Post and let 
me know. · 
J 
Reservations are accepted and menu items are 
available to go. 
Sherrin 
/ 
I 
I 
we special ize in 
GM d iese l repai r 
. complete autornotive 
and truck service . 
508 N .  Madison 9 am - 5 :30 pm . · · 
828- 1 71 4 'foreign and domestic 
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Six easy steps you can take to stop1Gillette's abuse 
of animals 
1) Write a ltter to Gillette CEO Alfred Zeien at 
Prudential Tower, Boston, MA 02199 
2) Calf Gillette's toll-free number, 1 -800-872-7202, 
every day. Say you won't buy any more Gillette 
products until the company stops all animal tests. 
3.) If you have Gillette products in your cabinets 
at home or desk drawers at work, wrap them up · 
and send them off to Mr. Zeien at the above 
address, demanding a full refund. (See sidebar for 
a complete list of Gillette home and office 
products.) 
4.) Call or write PETA for a free "Cut Out Gillette" 
pack, including flyers that will help you spread 
the word about Gillette's hideously cruel "tests" to 
your neighbors and friends. 
5.) Choose shaving products and toiletries from 
comnpanies that don't conduct animal "tests ." 
Comp antes like Crab.tree a11d. Evelyn, Smith and 
Vandiver, Safeway Brand, and The lfody Snop. 
6.) Rush PETA a generous donation so that we 
can expand and accelerate our Caring Consumer 
Campaig11 action against Gillette and other 
companies that continue to torture and maim 
animals, 
llllil\\1 N PEOPLE FOR THE ETHICAL TREATMENT OF ANIMALS 
PeTA P.O. Box 425 1 6, Washington, oc 200 1 5; (301) 770-PETA 
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UNTIL GILLETTE STOPS 
iTS CRUELTY 
TD BUY 
THESE PRODUCTS 
Shaving products: Gillette Foamy Shaving 
Cream, Atra, Gillette Swivel, Face Saver, Daisy, 
Trac II, Good News, Sensor, Sensor for Women, 
Cool Wave. 
' 
H<lir products: Silkience, White Rain, Taine The 
Dry Look, Mink Diff�rence, Toni Home Per�s, 
Lustrasilk. · 
Deoderants: Soft and Dri, Right Guard, Dry idea, 
·· Imagine Body Spray. 
Dental supplies: Oral B tooth brushes 
Skin product: Aapri 
Office supplies: Liquid paper, Flair, Paper Mate, 
a�d r>ari<er r�hs . . 
Home appliances: Braun 
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Faimous vegetar�ans 
Joan Armatrading 
' Rosanna Arquette 
B52 's  
Kim Basinger 
Jeff Beck 
Kirk Benedict 
Candice Bergen 
Lisa Bonet 
Kate Bush 
Belinda Carlisle 
Dan Castellaneta 
(voice of Homer Simpson) 
Elvis Costello 
Ted Danson 
Danny DeVito 
Peter Gabriel 
Boy George 
Richard Gere 
Sara Gilbert 
Jill Greenacre 
Daryl Hannah 
Susannah Hoffs 
Whitney Houston 
Chrissie Hynde 
Billy Idol 
Joe, LaToya, Michael Jackson 
k.d.  lang (vegan) 
Paul and Linda McCartney (duh ' )  
Rue McLanahan 
· 
Madonna 
Meatloaf 
Natalie Merchant 
Spike Milligan 
Hayley Mills 
Morrissy 
Chris Novoselic 
Sinead O'Connor (vegan) 
Ozzy Osbo�ne ? !  
Anthony Perkins 
Rhea Perlman 
the person formally known as Prince 
Se<il 
William Shatner (vegan) 
Brooke Shields 
Siouxsie . Sioux 
Ringo Starr and wife Barbara Bach 
Michael Stipe 
Eric Stolz ' . 
Tanita Tikaram 
Lindsay Wagner 
Dennis Weaver 
This list of famous (musicians and actors) 
vegetarians was compiled by Steve Connor at 
theVegetarian Society. You can reach him via 
e�mail at: Steve@vegsoc.demon.co. uk 
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